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ABSTRACT 

STEFINS (STEel Freezing INtegral Simulation) is a computer program 

for the calculation of the rate of solidification of molten steel on 

solid steel. Such computations arise when investigating core melt 

accidents in fast reactors. In principle this problem involves a 

coupled two-dimensional thermal and hydraulic approach. However, by 

physically reasonable assumptions a decoupled approach has been 

developed. The transient solidification of molten steel on a cold 

wall is solved in the direction normal to the molten steel flow and 

independent from the solution for the molten steel temperature and 

Nusselt number along the direction of flow. 

The solutions to the applicable energy equations have been 

programmed in cylindrical and slab geometries. Internal gamma heating 

of steel is included. Steel may be assumed to flow by gravity or by an 

input mas.s flow rate. Tube flow, annular flow, parallel plate flow, and 

flow over a flat plate may be specified. Option solutions for heat 

transfer coefficients and wall boundary conditions are provided. The 

user opccifico the problem geometry, initial condition temperatura&, 

and the distance from flow initiation for the solidification calcula

tion. The program provides the solidified steel layer build-up upon a 

cooled wall at a specified location and accounts for the loss of enthalpy 

from the molten steel on its way to that location of interest. The pro

gram will also calculate the build-up of a frozen steel layer caused by 

exposure of molten steel to a cool helium flow. 

STEFINS results have been found to agree well with other similar 

but simpler and less flexible analytical procedures found. in the 
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literature. Also, its ability to predict the depth of penetration of 

molten steel into a cooled tube has been confirmed by comparison with an 

experimentally determined correlation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Understanding the melting, solidification and relocation of 

cladding and assembly wall steel is of importance in GCFR core dis

ruptive accident safety analysis. This report describes a simple 

methodology suitable· for determining the transient solidification of 

molten steel flowing on solid steel. The relevant equations are solved 

in slab and cylindrical geometry. The methodology is programmed as a 

code called STEFINS (STEel Freezing INtegral ~imulation) in honor of 

S. Stefan [1] whose name identifies this class of heat transfer 

problems. 

Core disruptive accidents which lead to clad and fuel melting in 

the GCFR may be classified into three postulated accident classes as 

follows: 

1. loss of all coolant flow with failure to scram (loss of 

flow or LOF) 

2. continued reactivity insertion with failure to scram 

(transient overpower or TOP), and 

3. total loss of forced and natural circulation in the shutdown 

reactor (loss t:~f sh1.1tdown cooling or LOSC). 

Each accident results from a severe power to flow mismatch in the 

reactor. STEFINS was written with the LOSC accident in mind. 
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The LOSC accident would proceed in four phenomenologically and 

chronologically distinct phases: 

1. clad melting and relocation . 

2. assembly wall melting and relocation 

3. fuel melting and relocation, and 

4. recriticality and .transition or disassembly phase. 

The following sequence of events describes the importance ot cladding 

and assembly wall steel motion and solidification on the approach to 

criticality by molten fuel compaction. 

Several minutes after simultaneous reactor trip and circulator 

trip, the cladding begins to melt. It would relocate downward and is 

calculated to refreeze near the core bottom. Nearly all coolant channels 

may be blocked by this process. Only those adjacent to the assembly 

walls may remain partially open at this time. 

Exposure of the assembly walls to thermal radiation from the declad 

fuel columns w<;>uld cause their melting at the hottest axial level. 

Melting of a duct wall adjacent to a control rod assembly (cold side) 

is delayed compared to wall melting adjacent to a fuel assembly. The 

axial progression of melting along the hexagonal assembly wall flat is 

initially faster than the circumferen~ial progression. The added molten 

steel inventory blocks the remaining lower axial blanket coolant 

channel. The modeling presumes that melting of the assembly walls also 

res.ults in a buildup of relocated steel which solidifies on the assembly · 

over the lowest 200 mm of the core. This results in a steel "cup" in 

each assembly. The bottom of the cup is a platform of solidified cladding 

in the lower axial blanket reaching to the core/blanket interface. The 

sides of the cup are solidified assembly wall steel and ur~elted assembly 

wall. This buildup of steel would retard the axial progression of the 

assembly wall melt front~ As the assembly walls continue to melt, the 

molten steel flows into this cup forming a molten steel pool. Continued 
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addition of molten steel backfills the cup until the pool is able to spiJ.l 

over the sides and into the interassembly spacing. The spilled steel is 

calculated to solidify near the core bottom. There is sufficient molten 

steel inventory to completely block the spacing around the hexagonal 

assembly. 

The fuel melting phase commences after most of the assembly walls 

have melted. The molten fuel would slump into the steel formed cups and 

settle upon the solidified steel platform in the lower axial blanket. 

Approximately five minutes after incipient fuel melting, enough fuel to 

overcome the shutdown margin would have slumped and compacted upon the 

steel blockage. The prediction of steel refreezing is crucial to the 

determination of the time of recriticality and the quantity of fuel 

requ~red for it. 

The remainder of this report will describe the development of the 

computer program called STEFINS which was used to make the predictions . 

of molten steel refreezing and channel blockage locations. Chapter 2 

defines the mathematical problem and outlines the solution. The detailed 

solution of the·governing equations is relegated to Appendix A (cylindri

cal geometry) and Appendix B (slab geometry). Chapter 3 summarizes how 

STEFINS is structured. Chapter 4 presents comparisons of STEFINS results 

to both exact analytical solutions of simplified problems and an experi

mentally developed correlation. Finally, Chapter 5 gives an input 

description, a sample input and a sample output. The complete code 

listing as of the date of this publication is Appendix C. 
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2. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The problem reduces to a description of flowing molten steel 

motion and solidification in channels with wall temperatures below the 

steel solidus. In general, this is a coupled thermal and hydraulic 

problem which would require a complex numerical procedure. Indeed 

one such procedure is presented in Reference 2. 

Alternatively an experimental correlation approach could be used 

to solve the problem exactly such as Reference 3. The approach taken 

for STEFINS is to solve the one-dimensional, two phase heat transfer 

problem separate from the flow problem. Equations for isothermal flow 

in channels are found in standard texts [Ref. 4, 5]. An easily 

evaluated exact solution to the heat· transfer problem in both 

cylindrical and slab geometries for a variety of boundary conditions 

has not yet been achieved. This work uses an approximate methodology 

to accomplish ease of evaluation in both geometries for various boundary 

conditions. I have confirmed (Chapter 4) that this approximate, decoupled 

approach yields acceptable results for the quantities of interest, namely, 

the depth of penetration of a molten steel flow into a cooled channel, and 

the solidified ste~l crust thickness. 

The earliest published work in two phase (solid-l~quid) heat 

transfer was in 1891 when Stefan [Ref. 1] proposed an exact solution 

which modeled the formation of ice in the polar seas. Exact solutions 

are not generally achievable because of .the non-linear boundary condi

tions and transient response of the process. Such solutions which have 

been obtained [e.g. Refs 6 and 7] are for very specialized, unrealistic 
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conditions ·.:and involve infinite series whose terms are very difficult 

to evaluate. 

Contemporary analytical contributions began with adapting the 

"integral" or von Karman and Pohlhausen methodology from boundary layer 

theory to two phase heat transfer [8]. K. Stephan [8] chose an expression 

for the temperature d~stribution which satisfies the differential equations 

exactly at the phase change interface and the external boundary. This 

yields more accurate results than the traditional requirement of satisfying 

the equation on the average. References 9-13 are examples of other con

tributions by various methodologies in the last decade. Epstein [14-18] 

has been particularly active in using the integral method for various 

core disruptive accident situations in fast breeder reactors. 

I chose the integral method for this effort because it offered the 

ability to separate effects, and to perform a large number of parameter 

variations quickly and inexpensively. It was also easily extended· to 

include steel solidification by convective heat loss to a cooler stream 

of helium. Epstein has verified this approach against simulant material 

experiments [16]. This work differs from Epstein's [15] because it 

assumes a thermally thin wall. Epstein solved the problem of a propagating 

thermal boundary layer in a thermally thick wall. The model described in 

the following sections has also included heat loss from flowing molten 

steel to flowing helium. An effect not previously treated. 

PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

Two configurations were considered for solution. The first one is 

in slab geometry (Figure 1) and includes molten steel flowing by gravity 

upon the surface of a vertical steel wall. Behind the steel wall is a 

heat sink at some defined temperature which may vary with time. On the 

opposite side of the molten steel layer may be a flowing stream of helium. 

This configuration can simulate steel flow over .a duct wall in the GCFR 

core in the' presence of natural or forced convection. The. second one is 
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in cylindrical geometry (Figure 2) and includes molten steel flowing 

inside a steel tube. The outside wall of the tube faces a constant or 

timewise varying temperature heat sink. Flow over a fuel rod is 

simulated by the tube wall acting as the cladding and the fuel rod 

acting as a heat sink or source. The steel flows in the tube as in 

Figure 2. 

Therefore, the heat transfer probl~ru reduces to flow along a cold 

wall (or along a helium flow stream) of finite thickness. The solidifica

tion process initiates when steel at or above its liquidus contacts the 

wall (or helium stream) at a position which is cold enough to maintain 

the instantaneous liquid to solid interface temperature below the steel 

solidus. The locus of flowing steel and wall (or helium) temperatures 

which satisfies this criterion is found in Reference 9. As the solidified 

layer on the wall (or between the molten steel and helium) increases in 

thickness, heat is transferred by convection from the flowing liquid to the 

liquid-solid interface. Heat is removed from the interface, through the 

solidified steel layer and the walr by transient conduction. Heat ·is 

removed from the wall to the heat sink (or from the so1idified layer to 

the helium stream) via an effective heat transfer coefficient using the 

fundamental Newton's law of cooling. Sensible heat is stored in the 

solid region. Latent heat is stored at the liquid-solid interface. 

So~idification proceeds as long as the heat flux away from the interface 

exr.eeds that to the interface from the molten steel. Ai1 equilibrium will 

eventually be reached at which time the heat flux across the interface 

is continuous and the solidified layer will no longer grow. If the 

temperature of the heat sink increases above a certain value or the 

thickness of the solidified layer exceeds some value, the conv~ctive 

heat transfer becomes more than what can be conducted away. The 

solidified layer will then begin to remelt. 
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ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Problem Description 

The governing equations will be presented in this section in 

cylindrical geometry only. The detailed derivation of the solution 

in both slab and cylindrical geometries is reserved for Appendices A 

and B. STEFINS includes both geometries. The choice is made by user 

option. Heat transfer from molten steel to an adjacent helium stream 

is solved in slab geometry only. 

The governing heat transfer equations for the situation pictured 

in Figure 2 are as follows. All physical properties are treated as 

constant. 

Region 1 

aT
1
(r,t) 

at 

Region 2 

1 aT1 (r,t)~ ."' 
+- + !L.:... 

r ar pC 
p 

a~2 (r,t) =a [a
2

T2 (r,t) + l aT2 <~_,t?l 
at ar2 r ar J 

Region 3 

- [aT2 (r, t)] dY 
= -k + PA 

2 
at r=Y dt 

where the numerical subscript denotes the regions in Figure 2 and 

h = heat transfer coefficient between the bulk molten flow 

temperature, TB, and the steel melting temperature, Tm. 
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k = thermal conductivity of stainless steel 

a = thermal diffusivity of stainless steel 

p = steel density at the average wall temperature in Equation 1 

and T in Equation 3. 
m 

A = heat of fusion 

y = radius from the tube centerline to the solidifying steel 

surface 

T = region temperature which is a function of radius, r, and time 

time, L 

C = specific heat capacity of stainless steel 
p 

TB = bulk temperature of the flowing steel 

T = stainless steel solidus temperature 
m 

<i"' volumetric heat generation rate in the unmelted steel wall, 

used to simulate gamma heating and decay heat 

Tin = molten steel temperature at the top (z=O) of the tube 

h = heat transfer coefficient between the steel tube and the gap 
heat sink medium. 

Equation 3 is mathematically treated as a non-linear boundary condition 

for equation 2. The other physically derived conditions necessary for 

the solution of equations 1 and 2 are as follows: 

Continuous temperatures: 

Continuous heat fluxes: 

R , t) 
0 

- T (t) 
w 

aT1(r = R
0
,t) aT2(r = R

0
,t) 

k ------------- = k --------~---
at ar 

R , t)] 
c 

aT1 (r = R ,t) 
= k c 

ar 
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Constant temperature at phase change interface: 

T = T (r = y) 
m 2 (7) 

Initial phase change interface condition: 

T (t = 0) = T 
w I 

(8) 

The instantaneous interface temperature, TI, is the temperature at the 

steel wall surface at the instant it contacts the molten steel. It is 

given by 

T -·T B · I 

(9) 

for constant steel properties [Ref. 19]. If TI is less than Tm the 

.molten steel will begin to freeze on the wall surface. If TI is greater 

than T the wall will begin to melt. 
m 

Equation 6 is a boundary condition 

and initial condition for equation 1 and requires specifying the timewise 

temperature of the medium (usually fuel) adjacent to the tube wall at 

r = Rc in Figure 2. The quantity·' hgap, is meant to be an equivalent 

heat transfer coefficient for whatever heat transfer processes are 

relevant to the situation. In the case of a nuclear fuel rod, Tf would 

be the fuel temperature, R would be the location of the inner clad wall 
c 

and h would be the gap conductance per unit. length. 
gap 

Equations 1 through 9 describe the radial heat transfer processes 

in an inherently coupled thermal and fluid dynamic problem. The coupling 

appears in Equation 3 by virtue of the quantities TB and h which depend 

on flow Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. A conservative approach to deter

mining the bulk coolant temperature and the fluid to surface heat transfer 

coefficient is to assume fully developed flow and neglect heat capacity. 

For any specified axial (z-direction) location, these assumptions minimize 

(TB - Tm) il1 Equation 1, hence, maximize the rate of solidified layer 
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increase. By assuming fully developed flow and further assuming no 

axial variation in solidified layer width, the solution of the bulk 

fluid energy aspect (obtaining TB and h) becomes decoupled from the 

solution of equations 1 to 3. Therefore, the bulk fluid energy aspect 

of the problem may be treated by solutions or methods in standard texts 

[Ref. 4, 5] and equations 1 to 3 may be integrated directly without 

iteration. 

Solving for the Transient Solidified Steel Layer Thickness 

First, we wish to solve the oyotem of equations l through 9 for 

T (t) and Y leaving the bulk fluid energy aspects until later. The 
w 

transient wall temperature will aid in determining how well the 

solidifying molten steel adh~res to the steel wall. When the quantity 

Y becomes zero, the flow channel is considered to be blocked by a 

solidified steel layer. The transient wall temperature could be 

obtained by finite differencing equation 1 and numerically evaluating 

the solution at r = R • 
0 

However, an approximate, semi-analytical 

approach was used which culminated in a very fast way of dir~ctly 

obtaining T (t). Equation 1 is formally integrated and the integrals, 
w 

which are functions of T1 (r,t), are evaluated by assuming a steady state 

temperature profile in the wall. This is a thermally thin wall approxi

mation bec.ause the thermal energy front is assumed to propagate instantly 

across the wall. 

The location of the solidified steel layer, Y, is obtained by 

applying a collocation method with equations 2 and 3. A parabolic 

approximation to the radial temperature profile irt. the SOlidified Sti:!l:!l 

layer is forced to be exact at both boundaries of the region and approxi

mately correct in between. A reasonable functional form for the 

temperature profile is [Ref. 17]. 

Tz - T R.n (r/R ) [tn w X(t) 0 + [1 - X(t)] = 
T - T R.n (Y/R ) R.n m w 0 

(10) 
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Notice that this introduces a new variable, the "magnitude" function X(t) 
f 

which must be determined simultaneously withY. Equation 10 is differ

entiated and substituted into equation 3. An algebraic manipulation 

detailed in Appendix A allows the resultant relation to be introduced 

into equation 2. The result of the double substitution is to reduce the 

second order differential equation (equation 2) to an algebraic parabolic 

expression for X(t). There obtains, 

X(t) 
- ze 

where the physical variables have been non-dimensionalized such that 

e = 
T (t) - T 

w m 

hY F; = ~ 
k 

TB 
r = 

T. l.n 

a = 

- T m .J!.n 
- T m 

2A. 

(y /Ro) 

c (T = T ) 
in m p 

(11) 

For physically interesting problems, T is less than T (the molten steel 
w m 

freezes) and X(t) must be positive. By defining a dimensionless time and 

flow channel radius and substituting the derivative of equation 10, 

equation 3 may be rewritten in dimensionless form. There obtains 

a tn (F;/R ') dE; = r - ~ (2 - x) (12) 
2 0 dT f; 
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where 

T and 

R ' = hR /k 
0 0 

Notice that equation 12 is just a first order differential equation 

in time and equation 11 is an algebraic equation. Equations 11 and 12 

contain all the information of interest from equations 2 and 3. The 

three unknowns are the dimensionless solidified layer radius, ~. the 

dimensionless wall temperature, a. and the profile magnitude function x. 
Equation 11 is solved for X and equation 12 for ~. An equation for a 

is sought which is also of first order in time. The equation for a is 

derived from equation 1 and the appropriate boundary conditions by 

assUming a steady state temperature profile in the wall. The magnitud~ 

of the temperature profile is allowed to change with time. The assumed 

profile is as follows: 

r,(t) [ 1 
h 

(r/R
0
)] Tf(t) [h;~p in {r/R

0
)] T3 (r,t) = - ~R.n + 

R' 

· [R
2 2 

R2 
(r/R

0
>] 

/ - r 
+ q"' /2k 0 +- R.n 

2 R' 
(13) 

' (Rc) k d -- huan (R2 - R2) + R k where R = hgap in Ro + Rc an R2 ~ c 0 c 

Eq~ations 1 and 13 are integrated over region 1 in Figure 2 (from 

R toR). The integral of equation 13 is differentiated with respect to 
0 c . 

time and equated to the integral of equation 1. The derivative of equation 

10 is used in evaluating the boundary conditions. After considerable 

algebra the following first order differential equation can be derived: 

12 
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d8 
-= _ dA hgap ~ + 

dT R' 

~ [~ (A-8) + 
h2 R' 

( R ) J Q 2 R2 + SX 
. R' 0 R.n(E;/R

0 
') 

(14) 

where 

~ = .!_ (R2 
2 c 

- R2) 
0 

1 R2 r ) ~ = - (R2 - R2) + .....£. R.n .....£. 
4 0 c ·2 R . 0 

and where·. the variables not already defined are 

Tf - T 
A m 

= 
T - T in m 

Q 9"' 1 and = 
T - T 2k in m 

h R 
R I 0 

0 = -k-

The set of coupled equations 11, 12 and 14 are integrated simultaneously 

for solution by a fifth and sixth order Runge-Kutta method [Ref. 20]. 

This method is applied by program DVERK foun~ in the International 

Mathematical and.Statistical Library of programs. 

Solution for the Bulk Fluid Energy and Nusselt Number 

As explained earlier, the quantities TB and h may be obtained 

independent of the preceding development. 
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Reference 5 contains the expression for laminar and turbulent flow 

thermal entry length Nusselt number and bulk temperature for flow in a 

tube. There obtains for Nusselt number in laminar flow, 

where 

:Ec e 
Nu = 

h D 
e = --~n~~n~-------

X+ 
= ( ~e 11 Pe 

Pe = Re • Pr = Peclet number 

V D 
Re e number = ---- = Reynolds 

\) 

Pr = Prandtl number 

ki thermal conductivity of the flowing steel 

D = hydraulic diameter = 2Y. for slug flu·w lu a tube and ·e 
= 2 d for a flowing film on the tube surface 

d = the flowing film thickness 

z = the axial distance from the tube entrance or the 

bt!gluulug of flow 

v = Llu:: fLt:e 6tl:l!!:4fl1 or bulk fluid velocity 

TE = effective tube wall temperature 

The expression for the mixed mean, bulk temperature is 

TB - TE :E 
G -A 2X+ 

8 n n 
>:o: -e 

Tin - TE n A2 
n 

14 

/ 

(15) 

(16) 



A2 G n n n 

0 7.312 .749 

1 44.62 .544 

2 113.8 .463 

n > 2 A = 4n + 8/3 G = 1.01276 A -l/ 3 
n n n 

In the turbulent regime the Dittus-Boelter relation is used. Hence 

The turbulent bulk temperature may be approximated by an energy balance 

between the flowing steel and steel wall assuming the wall has no heat 

capacity. Therefore, 

[1-
-A z] -A z 

TB TE e T + T. T 
=· e 1n 

A ., 4 Nu Pr 
T D v2 Re 

(18) 

e 

where v = kinematic viscosity. Heat transfer for turbulent film flow in 

a tube is not currently modeled • 

. The Reynolds number in equations 15 through 18 for the evaluation 

of equation 3 requires knowledge of the velocity in the downward z-

• direction. We desire to find the velocity of falling molten steel at 

each axial location where the solidification process is to be calculated. 

The actual mode of flow whether it is film, slug, particulate, droplet, 

etc. is not known. STEFINS will calculate the velocity of either film or 

slug flow in a tub·e, in an· annulus, or between parallel plates. The 

choice of flow geometry and mode are made prior to beginning the calcula

tion. With this choice, the actual slug or film flow velocity may be 

approximated by the following method which will be illustrated for flow 

in a tube. Appendix B contains the expressions for slab geometry and 

flow between parallel plates. 
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A fluid starting to fall in a frictionless tube will have velocity 

.where 

v = g t , for z = 1/2 g t 2 
z z z 

t = the time to move from its starting elevation to the z 
elevation of interest, z (e.g. where solidification 

begins). 

(19) 

For slug or film flow in a tube with no opposing flow, an equilibrium 

or terminal velocity is reached when the frictional-force from the tube 

exactly compensates for the gravitational £orce. Reference 5 gives the 

expressions for friction limited, fully developed, single phase slug 

flow (as opposed to film flow) in smooth tubes under gravitational 

acceleration. For laminar flow, there obtains 

n2 
e v =--·g 

z 32 v 
Re < 2300 

and for turbulent flow, there obtains 

(20) 

(21) 

The expression for friction limited, gravit:y driven .Cllw flow i.n a smooth 

tube for the situation where flbw is starting was developed by the author 

in Refer~nce 21. The resulting velocity expression is as follows: 

gz [ V = 4" y2 - Rm2 + 2 Rm2 z,film v 
1n Cm) J 

where R = the distance from the tube center to the flowing film. 
m 

The expression of equations 20 through 22 are the terminal velocities 

if opposing drag forces and accelerating body forces are neglected. 
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Therefore, they probably yield velocities which are too high. The 

velocity used for the Reynolds number calculation is 

V = min [v , V ] 
z z (23) 

where V is from either equation 20, 2l'or 22 depending on the geometry 
z 

and v is from equation 19. 
z 

In certain situations of interest in core disruptive accidents in 

the GCFR, the molten steel flow in a particular channel will be inter

mittent. In these situations, it is useful to postulate that the average 

velocity of flow over some period of time (usually the time to completely 

block a flow channel with solidified steel) is very low and is governed 

by the molten steel mass availability rate over that time, mt' rather 

than the friction limited, gravity flow rate. The STEFINS user specifies 

this limitation before beginning the calculation. Should the velocity 

be mass availability limited, a much simpler formulation results: 

where ~ = flow area and varies with time as the flow channel closes 

from solidified steel layering. 

The quantity, R , is required for the film velocity and Reynolds 
m 

number. A flowing mass balance in a tube (Reference 21) yields the 

relation 

(24) 

(25) 

which is numerically solved for R • 
m 

STEFINS requires the specification 

of a mass flow rate if the film flow option is chosen. 
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Finally, equation 13 and the subsequent evaluation of T (t) requires 
w 

an estimate of the effective sink to wall heat transfer coefficient, 

h • For a nuclear fuel rod where the fuel is adjacent to R , h = 
gap c g~p 

6000 w/m2-k. For any other situation in cylindrical geometry, equation 

13 is evaluated at R and solved for h The quantities Tf, Tw and c gap 
1T3 (Rc) are specified by inpu·t to STEFINS at t = 0 or any other repre...; 

sentative time. The quantities Tf(t = 0) and T3 (~c) are only used for 

this purpose. 

calculations. 

for a varying 

The quantity, h , is held constant during all succeeding 
gQ -

However 1 Tf may be specified as ~ Hn~~~ i;y.nc;t;l,c;m of time 

boundary condition in equation 14. T (t) is calculated 
w 

from equation 14. This formulation does not explicitly produce 

T
3 

(Rc, t) because it assumed a .temperature profile. 
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3. APPLICATION OF THEORY TO STEFINS 

PROGRAM SUMMARY 

The mathematical formulation in Chapter 2 and Appendices A and B 

has been incor-porated into a computer program called STEFINS for the 

purpose of determining if and how molten steel· can potentially solidify 

in and block flow passages in a GCFR core during a LOSC accident. The 

program is essentially a radial heat transfer model of steel phase 

change given certain boundary conditions. The only axial coupling is 

through the bulk molten steel temp~rature boundary condition which is 
!~ 

obtained approximately and separately from the radial heat transfer 

model. The radial heat transfer model has been decoupled from the axial 

thermal-hydraulic model. Furthermore, the axial thermal and fluid 

dynamic calculations have also been decoupled by the assumption of fully 

developed isothermal flow to obtain the Reynolds number needed for the 

molten steel-to-wall heat transfer coefficient. Therefore, the program 

is run once for each axial location to be investigated; no iterations 

are required. The main program ou~put is the timewise variation of the 

solidifying steel layer, o = R - Y, and the timewise variation of the 
0 

temperature of the interface between the wall and the solidified steel 

layer, T (t). STEFINS was written to be run via Demand access on the 
w 

UNIVAC 1110. 

PROGRAM CONSTRUCTION 

The program is structured for the following solution procedure. 

1. Read input. (Input quantities are explained in the next 

section.) 

/ 
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2. Obtain flowing steel film thickness if film flow option 

specified (equation 25). 

3. Establish flow channel area and radius from input 

specifications. 

4. Calculate ·terminal velocities (Equations 20 through 22 in 

Subroutlut!s VFILM for film flow nnd VPLUC for slug flow). 

5. Compare terminal velocities to ~quation 19 and apply 

Equation 23. 

6. If mass flow rate limited velocity is specified on input, 

redefine velocity in accordance with Equation 24. 

7. Calculate Reynolds number and molten steel-to-wall heat 

transfer coefficient and bulk molten steel temperature 

(Equations 15 through 18; Subroutine HTCOF) •. 

8. If viscous flow limited velocities have been specified, 

repeat steps 4 through 7 wi.th the new bulk molten steel 

temperature. 

9. Establish initial time at which molten steel reached axial 

location of interest, t = Z/V. 
0 

10. Calculate initial conditions for L'aulal heat transfer 

calculation (Equations 7 through 9 and 13) and _tht! gamma 

heating rate in steel for Equation 14 (Reference 22). 

11. Calculate dimensionless parameters used for Equations 11, 12 

and 14 (Subroutine FCN). 
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12. Solve Equations 11, 12 and 14 using Subroutine DVERK which 

calls Subroutine FCN. Equations 11, 12 and 14 are programmed 

in Subroutine FCN. Subroutine DVERK repeatedly calls FCN 

while attempting to integrate the time derivatives from an 

initial time to a final time. The time increment over which 

DVERK integrates and the convergence criteria is user 

specified. The IMSL program library should be consulted for 

more details on the operation and options of DVERK. 

13. The dimensionless solidified layer thickness and the 

dimensionless wall temperature are translated into their 

physical, dimensioned variables for output. 

14. Check for flow channel plugging. If Y < .0001, the channel 

is considered plugged. If the channel is plugged, the program 

prints the time of plugging and stops. If film flow is 

specified and the sum of the fil~ thickness and solidified 

layer thickness fills the channel, the program automatically 

switches to the slug flow option and equations for subsequent 

time steps. 

15. Set up initial and boundary conditions for the next integra

tion time increment. The heat transfer coefficient and film 

thickness are adjusted to reflect a closing channel as Y 

decreases. 

16. Recalculate new velocities as in Steps 4 through 6. 

17. Calculate the flowing molten steel mass which has passed the 

axj.al location of interest, M, 

t 

M = p~ ~ V(t) ~(t) dt 

t . . 0 
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where ~(t) is adjusted every time step to reflect the channel 

flow channel as Y decreases. For film flow~ is only changed 

if the sum of the solidified layer and film fills the channel. 

18. Recalculate the fiim thickness for the next time increment. 

19. Output the quantities of interest (see next section) on both 

papf!r and disk file. 

20. Go back to step 11. 

21. The program is terminated when one of the following is met: 

a) the number of input specified time increments 

has been exceeded. 

b) the flow channel is plugged with solidified steel 

c) the solidified steel layer thickness becomes less 

than zero, which indicates wall melting 

d) the mass of molten steel which flows past the axial 

location of interest exceeds the amount available. 

This amount is an input quantity, MTERM. 

Upon user specification, NHE=l, STEFINS will perform a calculation of 

steel solidification caused by a cooler helium stream. The steel 

solidification calculation is in slab geometry, only. However, STEFINS 

will use the same heat transfer correlation from steel to helium as 

those from the molten steel to the wall. The helium flow rate, the 

helium flow channel hydraulic diameter; the helium temperature, helium 

pressure and dimensionless time step length must be specified by input. 

The solution equations and procedure are identical to steps 1 through 

20 above. However, the solution equations equivalent to equations 11, 12 

and 14 are derived from the slab geometry problem presented in Appendix B. 
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4. COMPARISON OF STEFINS WITH MODELS IN THE LITERATURE 

STEFINS has been compared to five applicable papers in the open 

literature. By limiting the capabilities of STEFINS to match the more 

approximate methods in four of .the papers, favorable comparisons have 

been made with the works of K. Stephan (Ref. 8), Ozisik and Mulligan 

(Ref. 9), M. Elmas (Ref. 23) and M. Epstein (Ref. 15). A comparison with 

the experimentally developed correlations of Cheung and Baker (Ref. 3) 

has also confirmed the ability of STEFINS to predict the depth of pene-
1 

tration of steel in a cooled tube. 

COMPARISON WITH K. STEPHAN'S MODEL (REF. 8) 

K. Stephan formulated a liquid solidification problem in the 

following way. 

Consider the _flow of a liquid through a tube as shown in Figure 4. 

The outside of the wall is exposed to a constant temperature heat sink by 

means of a heat transfer coefficient. As shown in Figure 4 a hot liqnici. 

initially at a temperature somewhat larger than its melting temperature, 

solidifies. The thickness, o, of the solidified layer is generally a 

function of time and position along the wall.· The rate of solidification 

is essentially governed by the heat flux into the solid layer and the heat 

transferred away from the solid layer to the sink. 

Stephan~s calculation of the rate of solidification will be made 

with the following assumption: the solid layer is thin compared with 

its extension in the z-direction so that the flow of heat in the 

z-direction is negligibly small compared to that in the x-direction. 
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There exists a well-defined fluid-solid boundary, and the physical 

properties of the solid and the fluid are not a function of temperature 

during the analysis. Also, the convective heat transfer coefficient 

from liquid to solid remains constant in time. Stephan uses equations 

2 and 3 of Chapter 2 to describe the heat transfer for the solid region. 

This is unlike STEFINS which uses separate equations with separate 

boundary conditions for the wall and the solidified layer. Stephan 

applies the tollowing boundary cuuclltions to the equations: 

where 

T2] k-
ar r=R 

0 

Stephan's approach represents an approximation to equation 1 in Chapter 

2 with its associated boundary conditions. However, this simplified 

approach does yield a closed form solution as follows: 

where 

~*in~* (2 - Biin~*) d~* 

X~+ 2 rBi/Ph- q*~* (1- Biin~*)](-in~*)(2- Biin~*) 

x3 = 1 - Biin~* 

~* = Y/R 
0 

T == at/R2 
0 

Bi = h R /k 
0 

q* = h (TB - T ) m 

Ph = C (T - Tf) 
p m 

1 
(2 - Biin~*) - - q*~*inf;* ?. 

R
0

/p"Aa 

and 

all other notation·is defined in Chapter 2. 
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K. Stephan's solution was evaluated using the data of Table 6 and 

the resulting transient solidified layer thickness is graphed in Figure· 

5. STEFINS was compared to this by using the same data and disabling 

the evaluation of equations 15 to. 25. The STEFINS calculated solidified 

layer thickness rises somewhat faster than that of K. Stephan in Figure 

5 because STEFINS explicitly calculates and uses the tube wall solidified 

layer interfacial temperature. In STEFINS, the heat transfer away from 

the phase change front is governed by the temperature slope (T - T )/o(t). 
m w 

In Stephan's work the heat transfer away from the phase change front is 

governed by the slope (Tm- TfJ/(Rc- y(t)). Since the former slope 

(STEFINS) is consistently larger than the latter, heat is removed more 

rapidly from the phase change front in the more accurate STEFINS model 

causing a more rapid increase in the solidified layer thickness in 

Figure 5. 

COMPARISON WITH M. ELMAS'S MODEL (REF. 23) 

Elmas formulated a simplified liquid solidification problem in the 

following way. It is in a closed form and easy to use. 

The system to be analyzed is shown in Figure 6. A liquid at a 

constant temperature flows over a cooler isothermal wall. A frozen 

layer forms over the wall and reaches a steady state thickness. The 

question arises as to how the growth of the freezing layer progresses. 

It is assumed that the frozen layer properties and the convective heat 

transfer coefficient remain constant with time. 

The set of equations describing the process are as follows: 

cT(x,t) 

at 

at x = 0 

= a 

T = T = ~onstant w 

o < x < o(t) 
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at X = 0 k aT(x,t) 
= h (TB - Tm) + [pCP (TB - TM) + pA] 

do(t) 
ax dt 

at X = 0 T = T m 

at X > 0 T = TB 

at t = 0 T = TB 

. . 
· where the notation is the same as Chapter 2 and Appendix B. The major 

difference between this formulation and STEFINS is the isothermal wall 

approximation. 

Integrating the above equation, there obtains 

where a T* denotes normalization with respect to T and e = at. This is m 
not practical for evaluation because the temperature profile is not known 

for the integral in the denominator. Elmas chose to approximate the 

integral by averaging its lower and upper bounds. ·Therefore, his final 

solution is as follows: 

r* - 1) MJ do B k 2 .f [ (T:- 1) 

02 = --=---------------
1 * (* A ) 'X' (T + l) "" T + --
' w B CT 

P m 

Elmas's solution was evaluated using the data of Table 6 and the 

resulting transient solidified layer thickness is graphed in Figure 7. 

S~EFINS was compared to this by using the same data and disabling the 

evaluations of the transient wall temperature (isothermal approximation) 

and equations 15 to 25. The STEFINS calculation results in a somewhat 
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lower rate of solidification than Elmas's equation above. The heat 

transferred away from the phase change front is governed by the tempera

ture gradient on the freezing layer at the front. Elmas's method of 

averaging the upper and lower bound on the integral is equivalent to a 

straight line profile with a slope (T - T )/o. This slope is greater 
.. m w 

than the parabolic profile used in STEFINS near X = o. (The slope used 

in STEFINS is found from differentiating equation 12 b in Appendix B.) 

Hence, Elmas's more approximate method causes heat to be removed more 

rapidly than in STEFINS. and the frozen layer is correspondingly thicker 

in Figure 7. 

COMPARISON WITH M. EPSTEIN'S MODEL (REF. 15) 

M. Epstein formulated a liquid solidification problem in the 

following way. It deals with a semi-infinite cold wall. .STEFINS was 

written for a finite thickness, thin cold wall. 

The solidification process is initiated by suddenly allowing the 

warm liquid to flow over the wall. As the frozen crust on the wall 

increases in thickness, heat is transferred by convection from the 

flowing liquid to the solid-liquid interface. Heat is removed from the 

solidified layer by conduction through the cold wall. Solidification 

proceeds as long as the conduGtion heat flux through the frozen layer 

to the wall exceeds that to the phase change front from the flowing 

liquid. Once the thermal boundary layer in the infinitely thick wall is 

sufficiently large, the conduction heat flux into the cold wall would 

exactly balance convection from the liquid and no solidification occurs. 

The layer is at a maximum thickness. After this, convective heat transfer 

becomes more than what can be conducted away, resulting in melting of the 

layer. The melting rate increases with time because the conduction heat 

flux into the wall becomes monotonically smaller as the wall temperature 

rises. The layer thickness time history is sought. 

A liquid at a fixed bulk temperature above· its solidification 

temperature suddenly flows over a thick, cold wall which is at an 
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initially uniform temperature. As shown in Figure 8, a solidification 

front propagates into the liquid from the wall. Epstein uses the same 

assumptions as Stephan and Elmas but further assumes that a thermal 

boundary layer of thickness ~T propagates into the cold wall. In many 

cases the thermal boundary layer will proceed only a relatively small 

distance into the wall. Therefore, even though the wall may be 

infinitely long in the direction normal to flow, a finite wall thick

ness ·would yield the same heat transfer results. Hence, a comparison 

of Epstein's results with STEFINS can be obtained for the proper wall 

thickness. This thickness was found to be about 3 em for the data of 

Table 6. 

Epstein's mathematical formulation is as follows: 

= T (t) 
w 

k aTll = k aT2l 

· ax Jx=O ax {=O 

de'! i;)'J'2] 
pA. -· = k - - h (TB - Tm) 

dt ax x=~ 

d 
dt 

dx =a. aT2] - a. aT2] + T d~ 
ax 3x - . m dt 

x=~ x=O . 

at1] ClTlJ d6T 
dx • ~ --- -a. --- + T ---

ax x=O ax x=-~ dt 
T 

These equations require assumed temperature profiles for regions 1 and 

2. 

Epstein's solution is compared to STEFINS solution (using the 

Table. 6 data) using a 3 em wall thickness in Figure 9. Again the 
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evaluation of equations 15 to 25 were disabled in STEFINS. Agreement 

is very good. Differences are caused by a) Epstein's explicit calculation 

of the thermal wave thickness, oT, which StEFINS neglects; b) different 

assumed temperature profiles for region 1, and c) STEFINS approximation 

of the thermal wave thickness by an adiabatic, finite thickness wall. 

COMPARISON WITH THE MODEL OF OZISIK AND MULLIGAN (REF. 9) 

M. Ozisik and J. Mulligan formulated a two-dimensional problem of 

liquid solidification in a tube. STEFINS treats the second dimension, 

length along the tube, as completely decoupled from the solidification 

development in the radial direction. Reference 9 introduces a weak 

coupling through the fluid energy equation but neglects the coupling 

in the fluid momentum equation. 

Consider the transient freezin& of a liquid flowing· inside a tube 

of circular cross-section having its wall maintained at a uniform and 

constant temperature as shown in Figure 10. For times greater than 

zero, liquid enters the tube at z = 0 at a uniform and constant tempera

ture. As the warm liquid front moves along the tube, it is assumed that 

the tube wall is at a constant and uniform temperature, T • The liquid 
w 

. begins freezing at the inside surface of the tube and forms a solid 

shell which varies with both time and position along the tube. The 

basic assumptions are the same as the previously discussed authors with 

the following additions: a) the variation of the solidified layer thick

ness with time and position along the tube is small and a quasi-steady 

state can be assumed for heat conduction in the solid-phase; b) transport 

of mass from the liquid to solid phase is negligibly small; c) the inlet 

velocity of the liquid, u· , is uniform and constant; d) the liquid flow 
. 0 

characteristics inside the tube can be represented by a slug-flow 

velocity profile. 

The governing equations for the same properties in the liquid 

ax1d solid are as follows: 
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where 

where 

ar1 ar.~~. 
--+u --= 
at z az 

TJI. = the liquid temperature 

u = the velocity profile and z 

T
1 

(Y, z, t) = T m 

T
1
(r,o,t) = Tj.n 

u R2 
z 0 -=-

u y2 
0 

d 
[r ::2] 0 = 

dr 

T = constant 
w 

t 
m 

ar21 aTJI.] k-J -k-
ar r=Y ar r=Y 

ay = p:>..-
dt 

This last equation is the interface equation 3 of Chapter 2 using the 

"distributed parameter" t:reatment uf Lhe liquid instead of the "lump€-n 

parameter" treatment. 

The solution can be expressed as a simple integral equation. There · 

obtains 

1 

K (T - Z) = -I 
ll 

B 
A + R.n~ 

for T > Z 
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where 
k (Ti - T ) 

K = n m 
apX 

T = at/R2 
0 

z 2z = R RePr 
0 

co -a2z 
A 2 L: m = ·e 

m=l 

Bm = positive roots of the zeroth order ordinary Bessel 

function, i.e. T (B ) = 0. o m 

T - T 
B m w = .T - T in m 

t:,. = Y/R 
0 

Hence, dimensionless layer thickness, tJ., is expressed as a function of 

time and position along the tube. 

Integration of the above integral equation for various locations 

along the tube, a Reynolds number of 2000 and the data of Table 6 yields 

the results presented in Figure 11. STEFINS results after disabling the 

evaluation of equations 1 and 14 to 25 of Chapter 2 are also shown. 

Agreement is excellent. When the quantities Z and T become nearly equal, 

. Qgisik and Mnl.ligan's integral equation woultl not converge in a reason

able time. Therefore, their results stop when the frozen steel layer 

thickness (R ~Y) reached 0.24 em for z = 5, 10 and 20 em and when R -Y = 
0 . 0 

0.48 em for z = 50 and 100 em. 

COMPARISON W!TH REFERENCE 3 

F. Cheung and L. Baker performed a series of experiments to 

investigate the effects of various controlling parameters on the process 

of transient freezing in cooled tubes. The choice of parameters-was 

determined theo:retically and the results of the test have been expressed 
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as a correlation with respect to these parameters. The objective was to 

determine the distance a liquid could penetrate a tube, kept below the 

liquids melting temperature, before freezing and plugging occurred. 

Simulation of wall melting was not included. 

The experimental apparatus consisted essentially of a copper coil 

immersed in a bath of liquid coolant as shown in Figure 12. The copper 

coil was connected to a liquid container through a valve. When the 

valve was opened liquid would begin to fluw. Water, Wood's metal, 

naphthalene, paraffin wax and olive oil spanulu~ a rrandtl numbor range 

of 0.01 to 1000 were used. These were preheated in the liquid container 

to various initial temperatures above their freezing points. The molten 

materials were then pushed through the copper coil by a constant pressure. 

The copper coil had been predried and cooled to the coolant temperature in 

the dewar. Liquid nitrogen, dry ice and ice water were used as coolants. 

Flow velocities ranging from 10 to 150 em/sec were obtained. Measurement 

of the penetration distance was determined from the difference in the 

weight of the copper tube before and after the experiment. 

The results may be expressed as the following empirical correlation: 

tP = 0.23 Prl/ 2 

zer F£ 3/4 [ .CP.S 
(T - T )r/a 

ljJ .. ....L J m w 
2R a. 

A ..... . X 

o m· 

[1+ f 
CEiii (T -

T T' in 111 

i\ 

where the undefined notation is as follows: 

Z = penetration distance 
p 

= thermal diffusitivites of the solid and molten 

material, respectively 
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C C = specific heat of the solid and molten material, ps' pm 
respectively 

f = an artificial parameter measuring the relative importance 

of sensible heat to latent heat in the fluid on its 

freezing 

The quantity, f, was determined to be 0.7. 

Figure 13 presents the penetration distance as a function of the 

molten steel velocity using R = 0.6, T = 1000°K and Ti = 1750°K and · o w n 
the other data of Table 6 in the above correlation • 

. Penetration distances were developed using STEFINS. In the STEFINS 

computations equations 1 and 19 to 25 of Chapter 2 were disabled. The 

various molten steel velocities were programmed directly into STEFINS 

and the wall temperature was kept uniform and constant. Computations 

were performed for many distances along the tube. A minimum time that 

STEFINS calculated tube plugging was found by comparing the tube plugging 

times at the various distances. At this time the total volume of 

solidified steel was summed over the length determined by L (possible) = 

v (specified) * t (minimum for plugging). Upstream of the location of z 
first plugging, the tube was assumed to be completely filled. Down-

stream of this location, the solidified layer thickness calculated by 

STEFINS at t (minimum for plugging) was used to compute the steel volume. 

The STEFINS penetration distance is then computed by 

zp,STEFINS = Steel mass in tube at t (minimum for plugging) I nR~ 

The agreement in Figure 13 between STEFINS and Cheung~Baker is considered 

good. The STEFINS curve tends toward horizontal whereas the Cheung-Baker 

curve does not. This is explained as follows. In some cases, the 

molten steel was calculated by STEFINS to lose all its enthalpy above 

the solidus. Then L (possible) was taken to be the length of tube that 

this occurred. For the higher velocities, (above 50 em/sec), the 
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minimum time for plugging also corresponded to the time for the molten 

material to lose all its enthalpy above the solidus. The flow was then 

presumed to stop and the penetration distance was taken as V (specified) * 
t (minimum for plugging which is equivalent to losing all enthalpy above 

the solidus). The Cheung-Baker correlation does not account for this 

phenomenon, hence, its penetration distance continues to climb with 

increasing velocity. 
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5. STEFINS INPUT AND SAMPLE PROBLEMS 

INPUT 

Stefins was written for a large amount of flexibility in parameteri

zation by changing input quantities. Nevertheless only 7 input cards are 

required. The seventh card given DVERK routine convergence information 

and seldom requires change. The first card consists of two integer 

variables, NCASE and NHE which is to specify the,number of cases (either 

parameterizations or axial locations or both) which the user wants to 

run without exiting the program and whether heat transfer to helium flow 

is desired. Each case (consisting of steps 1 through 20 of Chapter 3) 

requires the specification of the quantities on cards 2 through 7. Once 
'-

card 8 i.s read it cannot be changed without exiting and recalling the 

program. All input is FREE formated. Before executing STEFINS, Unit 11 

must be assigned for output to disk. The quantitie~ output to a disk 

file are time, frozen layer thickness, and ZH. The program will 

terminate an error if Unit 11 is not assigned. ·The following is a 

detailed description of the input and their relevance to the equations 

uf Chapter 2 .. 

Card 1 

Word Symbol 

NCASE Number of cases to be run (Note 1). 

2 NHE Option for convective heat transfer from molten 

steel to helium. 

I NHE = 1, helium heat transfer included 
if 

NHE = 0, neglected 
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Notes: 

1. Each case is at one axial position with one set of quantities 

specified on Cards 2 through 7 (2 through 6 if NHE = 0). Card 

8 io opccified only for calile 1. The progr;:~m P.xi.ts only when 

the number of completed cases equals NCASE. A temporary or 

permanent file must be assigned for each case. The Filename 

should be as follows: 

Case 

Filename 

1 

ll 

2 

12 

3 

13 

NCASE 

11 + NCASE - 1 

Card 2 

Word Symbol 

1 IWBC 

2 IHGAP 

3 ICYL 

Description 

Heat transfer boundary condition from the cold wall 

to the ultimate heat sink to solve either equation 

in Chapter 2 or equation 31 in Appendix B. 

l IWBC = n, ;:~niRhRtic 
if 

IWRC "' 1, heat flux boundary condition using 

input sink temperature 

Need only if IWBC = 1. Heat transfer coefficient 

from wall to heat sink. 

12 

IHGAP = U, heat transfer coefficient ~al~ulateu 

for GTEFINS uoing oquation 13 in 

if Chapter 2. 

if 

IHGAP = 1. heat tr~nsfP.r coefficient = 

0.6 w/cm2-°K 

ICYL = 0, slab geometry heat transfer 

(Appendix B) 

ICYL = 1, cylindrical geometry heat transfer 

(Appendix A) 
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Word Symbol 

4 JFILM 

5 NTAU 

6 LTH 

7 

8 IV 

9 

Description 

Defines options for molten steel flow and heat transfer 

correlations 

if 1 JFILM = 0, slug flow 

JFILM = 1 or 3, film flow 

(Note 2) 

Number of time steps of length STAU 

Choice of flow regime for heat transfer correlations 

between molten steel and wall. 

if 

if I 

LW 

LTH 

LW 

= ~1, laminar flow 

= 0, either laminar or turbulent depending 

on STEFINS calculated Reynolds number. 

= 1, turbulent flow 

NTINF = 0, Nu and TB kept at initial, • = 0, 

value. 

NTINF = 1, Nu and Ta changed at each time step. 

(Note 3) 

if 

IV 1, steel velocity determined by friction 

limited, viscous flow equations 19 

through 23 in Chapter 2. 

IV = 0, velocity specified by input molten 

steel mass flow rate via equation 24. 

The mass of molten steel in grams available to flow 

past the axial location of interest. The run 

terminates when MASS > MTERM. (Note 4) 
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Notes: 

2. If ICYL = 0 and JFILM = 1, then STEFINS uses parallel plate 

heat transfer correlations and film flow molten steel velocities 

per Appendix B. 

If ICYL = 0 and JFILM = 0, then STEFINS uses parallel plate 

heat transfer correlations and slug flow molten steel velocities 

per Appendix B. 

If ICYL = Q and JFILM = 3, then S'l'EFINS uses vertical flat plate 

heat transfer correlations and parallel plate film flow molten 

steel velocities per Appendix B. 

If ICYL = 1 and JFILM = 1, then STEFINS uses tube flow heat 

transfer correlations with film flow in tube velocities when 

ID = 0 and annular flow heat transfer correlations with film 

flow in an annulus velocities -when ID > 0 per Appendix A. 

If ICYL = 1 and JFILM = 0, then STEFINS uses tube flow heat 

transfer correlations with tube flow velocities whtm ID ... 0 

(equations 15-24 in Chapter 2) and annular flow heat transfer 

correlations_with annular flow velocities when ID > 0 per 

Appendix A. 

LTH defines whether the code will choose laminar or 

turbulent Nusseli: number correlations. 

3. Nu = Nusselt number 

TB TINF in the code = bnlk. molten steel temperature. 

NTINF = 0 is recommended as more physically accurate. 

4. MASS is the amount of molten steel, in grams, which has 

been calculated to flow past the point of interest. 
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Card 3 

Word 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Notes: ) 

Symbol 

STAU 

CPFAC 

· HRAT 

SCRAMT 

Description 

Dimensionless time step length. Normally STAU is 

between 0.1 and 1.0. (Note 5) 

Arbitrary steel heat capacity adjustment factor for 

sensitivity studies. Normally CPFAC = 1.0. The 

left hand side of equation 14 in Chapter 2 is 

divided by CPFAC. 

Arbitrary fraction of theoretical heat of fusion 

of steel for sensitivity studies. Normally 

HRAT = 1.0. HRA'f multiplies 13 of equation 11 in 

Chapter 2. 

The time, in se~onds, after reactor shutdown for 

gamma heating in steel. If SCRAMT < 0, there is no 

heat source in the wall. If SCRAMT > 0, q"' in 

equation 1 of Chapter 2 is the gamma heating. 

5. 'r = TAU = dimensionless time. The program requires the length 

of the dimensionless time step, STAU, and the number of time 

steps, NTAU. It calculates and prints the real time. 

Card 4 

WOrd. ~bol 

1 

Description 

If ICYL = 1 and ID = 0, :0 = hydraulic diameter of 

flow channel. 
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Word Symbol 

' 2 ID 

3 DW 

4 ZH 

No.tes: 

Description 

If ICYL = 1 and ID > 0, D = outer diameter of annular 

channel. 

If ICYL = 0, D = distance between parallel plates. 

The.inner diameter of an annular flow channel for 

molten steel. 

The cold tube wall or plate wall thickness. 

The distance between the beginning of molten steel 

flow and the location of interest. (Note 6) 

6. Dimensions in STEFINS are in the following units: 

Card 5 

Word 

1 

Length (em) 

Time (s) 

Energy (j) 

Viscosity (poise) 

Density (gm/cm3) 

Temperature (°K) 

Mass (gm) 

Pressure (MPa) 

Symbol Description 

TFQ Ultimate heat sink temperature at the time molten 

steel begins to'flow. 
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Word Symbol 

2 TFR 

3 Tl 

4 TW 

5 TIN 

6 TEFF 

Description 

Rate.of temperature change of the ultimate heat sink 

in °K/s. (Note 7) 

Initial temperature of the cold wall surface adjacent 

to the heat sink. (Note 8) 

Initial temperature of the cold wall surface adjacent 

to the molten steel but before molten steel has made 

contact. 

Initial temperature of the molten steel at the starting 

location, ZH em above the location of interest. 

The ~ffective or average wall surface temperature 

contacted by molten steel over the distance ZH. It 

is used to obtain Nusselt number and TB via equations 

16 and 18 of Chapter 2. 

Notes: 

7. TF =ultimate heat sink temperature= TFQ + TFR *TIME. TIME 

is the time from the beginning of steel flow. 

8. TFQ, Tl and TW are used to determine the heat transfer coeffi

cients from the wall to the sink via equation 13 when IHGAP = 0. 

Card 6 

Symbol 

1 SMDOT 

2 SPREDW 

Description 

Mass flow rate of molten steel. (Note 9). 

If ICYL = 0, it cleffnes the width of the flat flow 

surface for the calculation of film thickness (equation 

25 of Chapter) and the flow area (Appendix B). 
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Notes: 

9. If IV~ 0, then the molten steel velocity is given by equation 

24 of Chapter 2 where m = SMDOT. 

If IV > 0, then MASS = SMDOT * TIME. The film thickness (if 

JFILM,> 0) requires SMDOT (equation 25). The film flow 

velocity calculation in cylindrical geometry will terminate 

in an error if t:he film thlck.ness is to·o small. 

Card 7 

Word 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Card 7 is skipped if NHE = 0 (Note 10). 

Symbol 

THE 

VHE 

HPRES 

DHE 

IDH 

HFAREA 

Description 

Bulk helium temperature for heat transfer from steel 

to helium 

If 
VHE > 0, bulk helium velocity (em/sec) 

VHE < 0, mass flow rate (gm/sec) 

Helium pressure for physical property evaluation 

If ICYL = 1 and IDH = 0, DHE = hydraulic diameter 

for the helium flow channel. 

If ICYL = 1 ::md IDH > 0 ~ DHE - outer diameter for · 

t:hc annular ht:sliWI\ flow r.hanncl. 

If ICYL = 0, DHE = distance between parallel plate. 

The inner diameter of the annular for helium flow. 

Helium flow area to be specified when VHE < 0. 
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Word 

7 

Notes• 

Symbol 

HTAU 

Description 

Dimensionless time step length for steel solidification 

caused by helium flow. Normally HTAU = STAU. 

10. These quantities are required for the calculation of steel 

solidification caused by contact with flowing, cooler helium. 

Card 8 

If NCASE > 1, then only cards 2 through 7 are input after the first 

case •. 

Word Symbol 

1 TOL 

2 C(3) 

3 C(4) 

4 C(6) 

Convergence criterion 

ERROR < TOL where 

ERROR= YA - YT 

MAX(l,Y A) 

Description 

Recommend: TOL = 0.001 (Note 11) 

Minimum Runge-Kutta integration step length. 

Recommend: c·(3) = l.OE'"'08. (Note 12) 

. Initial Runge-Kutta integration step length. 

Recommend: C(4) = l.OE-08. 

Maximum permissible Runge-Kutta integration step 

length. 

Recommend: C(6) = STAU/10. 
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Notes: 

11. Runge-Kutta integration convergence data is given on this card. 

YA = approximate solution value· 

· YT = true solution value 

For more information consult the documentation on the IMSL 

routine called DVERK. 

12. The IMSL ruuLlne, DVERK, adjusts its internal· integration steps 

to meet the convergence criterion. The total of all internal 

steps equals STAU. 

SAMPLE PROBLEMS 

Consider a GCFR fuel rod array unit cell as pictured in Figure 3a. 

Steel is postulated to melt and begin to flow down the shaded channel 

among the rods at a rate of 4 grams per second with an initial tempera

ture of 1780°K. It is of interest to determine the rate of steel solidi

fication in the channel and the time at which the channel is plugged. The 

axial location of interest is 10 em below the point of flow initiation 

and has a cladding surface temperature of 1350°K, an inner cladding tem

perature of 1355°K and a fuel surface temperature of 1360°K. The fuel 

surface is heating up at 5°K/second. The average surface temperature 

contacting the molten cladding over the 10 em is 1500°K. 

This situation may be modeled several ways in STEFINS. One way is 

illustrated in Figure 3b. The shaded flow channel in Figure la is modeled 

as a tube with the rod arrays hydraulic diameter. The tube wall thiclmess 

is equal to the cladding thickness and fuel is assumed to be uutside the 

tube. Table 1 shows the STEFINS input specifications for this model and 

Table 2 is the STEFINS printout. The selected options are interpreted 

and printed to aid in debugging. 

Another way of modeling the fuel rod array melting problem is 

illustrated in Figure 3c. It is assumed that the molten steel flows 
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as a film within a para~lel plate channel. The plates are separated by 

the rod array's hydraulic diameter, the width of each plate is the rod

to-rod pitch, and the thickness of each plate is the cladding thickness. 

Fuel is outside the plates. In this case it is also assumed that helium 

may flow up the channel adjacent to the molten steel. The helium flow 

channel width is estimated to be 6.75 mm. Its temperature is 700°K and 

is flowing with a velocity of 50 em/sec at 9 MPa. STEFINS does not 

alter the helium flow channel size as the solidified layer increases. 

The helium channel dimensions and thermal and physical properties are 

kept constant throughout the calculation~ Table 3 is the STEFINS input 

specifications for this model and Table 4 is the STEFINS printout. The 

printout and the actual calculations for solidification against a cold 

wall and solidification caused by helium are completely independent. 

Therefore, steel plugging may be predicted in the first calculation without 

interfering with the second calculation. Table 5 contains a glossary of 

the printout notation. 
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Figure 2. STEFINS Cylindrical Geometry Model. 
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TABLE 1 

Sample Problem Input - Cylindrical Geometry 

DRHIKE*FREEZE<I>.STEFTESTI 
I 1 , 0 
2 1,1,1,0,50,0,0,0,80 
3 0. 1 , 1 , 1 , 400 
4 .957,0,.04175,10 
5 1360,5,1355,1350,1780,1500 
b 4,1.11 
7 .005,1.E-OB,l.E·-OB,.01 

> 
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>@ASG,T 11. 
READY 
>@XQT DRMIKE•STEFINS.STEFI~S 
)@ADD DRMIKE•FREEZE.STEFTES11 

BEGIN CASE 1 OF 
FILE 11 ASSIGNED 

1 1 I 0 50 
400.00 
10.000 

0 0 , 8!f0Q(H02 

1.00000-01 i.OOOO 
.95700 0.00000 
1360.0 5.0000 
4.0000 1.1100 

!:.0000 
4.1750.0-02 

':!355 .. 0 1350.0 

5.00000-03 1.00000-08 1.00000-08 1.00000-02 
IS HELIUM CONVECTION INCLUDED? NO 
ADIABATIC UALL BOUNDARY CONDITION1 N~ 
USE FUEL TO CLAD GAP COEFFICIEIH=0.6 U/CH2·-K?. YES 
C~LINDRICAL GEOMETRY? YES 
HOLTEN STEEL FILM FLOU? NO 
TUBE FLOU HEAl TRANSFER? YES 

1780 .o 1500.0 

IS FLOU REGIME FOR NUSSEL T NUMIIER DETiERMlNEII B''i INTERNAL REYNOLDS NUMBER CALCULATION~ 
IS FLOU REGIME FOR NUSSELT NUMBER SPECIFIED AS LAMINAR'"O 

~ IS THE NUSSELT NUMBER AND BUL~ MOLTEN STEEL TEMPERATURE CHANGED EACH TIME STEP? NO 
N IS STEEL VELOCITY SPEtlFIEB Bi INPUT ~ASS FLOY RATE? YES 

IS GAMMA HEATING IN THE STEEL INC~UDED? YES 
~****END INPUT CHECK**** 

~ES 

'THE BULK STEEL TEMP HAS IIEEN CALCI!JLAlED TO BE LESS THAN HIE LIGUIIIU.S PRIOR TO ARRIVIN& AT THIS AXIAL 
THE CALCULATED TINF= 1691.7 
HE FRACTION OF ~EAT OF FUSIO~ HAS BEEN REDUCED ... HRAT= .3610 

95.945 3.6560 .686t)0 1691 • 7 12.466 .80216 + Re, Nu. 'h! TB, tZH' Vz 
STEEL GAMMA HEATING= • 444-708+0 I U.{Ci'l:i 

TAU THETA XI PSI T11iE TF1 Tl.l TINF DELTA I v GAttA 
• I 0 -.2417 .7826 •• 087-1 12.8089 1422.3 16.,\3.4 1691.7 .07 61 .8 .40240+00 
.20 -.5162 .7007 ,,606 13.1515 1424.0 1613.2 1691.7 .1206 ~-.c .35789+00 
.30 -.6730 .6215 .1944 13.4941 1425.8 15'~6.0 1691.7 .1623 .8 .31619+00 
.40 -.7936 .5454 .2176 13 .. 8367 1427.5 1532.7 1691.7 .2018 .a .2766?+00 
.50 -.8915 .4708 .2343 14.1793 1429.~ 15'71. 9 1691.7 .2402 .;e .23826+00 
.60 -.9710 .3959 .2465 14.5219 1430.9 15~3.2 1691 • 7 .2786 .~ .19992+00 
.70 -1.0344 .3182 .2549 14.8645 1432.6 1 5'56. 2 1691 • 7 .3180 -~ .16046+00 
.80 -1.0821 .2340 .2595 15.2071 1434.~ 1551 .. 0 1691 • 7 .3607 ,;E .11?85+00 
.90 -1.1134 .1315 .2587 15.~497 1436.C 1547 .. 5 1691.7 .4123 .r 

o•C .66191-01 

LOCATION 

ttASS 
1 • 4 
2.7 
4.1 
5.~ 
6.9 
8.2 
9.6 

11 • 0 
12.3 

*******THE ALLOCATED SPACnG HAS (ILOtiKED AT THIS ~,).IAL LOCATION******** 15.8923 + -:b.e of channel blockage 
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TABLE 3 

Sample Problem Input - Slab Geometry 

DRMIKE*FREEZE(1).STEFTEST 

> 

1 1 ' 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

I, I ,0,3,50,0,0,0,BO 
0.1,1,1,400 
.957,0,.04175,10 
1360,5,1355,1350,1780,1500 
4, 1.11 
700,50,9,.675,0,0,.1 
.001,1.E-OB,1.E-OB,.01 
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>@ASG, l 1 L 
READY 
>@ASG, l 12. 
READY· 
>@XQl DRMIKE•SlEFINS.SlEFINS 
>@ADD DRMIKE=~FREEZE .8'TEF'TES'T 

BEGIN CASE 1 OF 
FILE 11 ASSIGNED 

1 1 
1.00000-01 1.0000 
.95700 ·0.00000 
1360~0 5.0000 
4.0000 1.1100 
700.00 50.000 

1.00000-01 

0 
1 . 0000 

4.17500-02 
1355.0 

9.0()00 

~ 

.J 50 
400.00 
10.000 
1350.0 

.67500 

1.00000-03 1.00000-08 1.00000-08 1.00000-02 
IS HELIUM CONVECTION INCLUDED? YES 
ADIABATIC UALL BOUNDARY CONDITION? NO 
USE FUEL TO CLAD GAP COEFFICIENT=0.6 U/CM2-K? YES 
CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY? NO 

~ MOLTEN STEEL FILM FLOU? NO 
PARALLEL PLATE HEAT TRANSFER? NO 
FLOU ALONG A VERTICAL FLAT PLATE HEAT TRANSFER? YES 

0 0 0 .80000t02 

17EO.O . 1500.0 

0.000(10 0.00000 

IS FLOU REGIME FGR NUSSELT "UMBER ~TERMINED BY INTEFNAL REYNOLDS NUMBER CALCULATION? vES 
IS FLOU REGIME FOR NUSSELT »UMBER SPECIFIED AS LAMin~~?NO 
IS THE.NUSSELT NUMBER AND ~LK MOLTEN STEEL TEMPERATURE C~A~GED EACH TIME STEP? NO 
IS STEEL VELOCITY SPECIFIED BY I~PUT ~~SS FLOU .RATE? lES 
IS GAMMA HEATING IN THE STEEL INCL~DEDT YES 
~****END INPUT CHECK**** 

THE FILM THICKNESS IS .2:i360-01 
lH( BULK STEEL TEMP HAS BEEN CALCULATEb TO BE LESS THRN THE LIQUIDUS PRIOR TO ARRIVING ~T THlS AXIAL LOCATION 
lHE CALCULATED TINF= 1692.4 
HE FRACTION OF HEAT OF FUSION HAS BEE~ REDUCED ••• :~RIIT= .3727 

32.484 24.220 .43497 1692.4 .E9E75 11.1~7 ~ Re, Nuz' h, TB, tZH' Vz 
STEEL GAMMA HEATING= • 444708+01lUCH3 

TAU THETA DELTA PSI Tli'IE TFl TIJ TINF DELlA I v GAMA MASS 
• 1 0 -.1931 .0632 .9406 1 . 7'509 1364.5 ~64LE 1692.4 .0513 11.1 .42720+00 3.4 
.20 -.3082 • 1097 . 9119 2.M>30 1368.8 l63C. l 1692.4 .caaa 11.1 .3~68+00 6.8 
.30 -.3968 • 1513 .8?23· 3. 4S52 1373.0 ;1626.l 1692.4 .l222 11 • I .35626+00 10.2 
.40 -.4676 .1893 .8781 4.3073 1377.3 1618.6 1692.4 • 1 '5 27 11.1 • 32::i84+00 13.6 
.50 -.5257 .2244 .Bon 5.1595 1381.5 1612.;: 1692.4 • t 807 11. 1 .29777+00 17.0 

Cll 
Ill 

.@ 
~ 
CD 

'"lj 
I"! 

'"ljO 
~C" c:: ~ 
C/1 m 
::t: 
CD t%l 
~~ t-'3 
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CD 
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.60 -. 5739 .2572 .8590 6.0116 1385.8 1606.9 1692.4 .2069 11.1 .27163+00 20.5 

.70 -.6142 .2880 .8524 6.8638 1390.1 1602.4 1692.4 .2314 11.1 .24709+00 23.9 

.80 -.6483 .3171 .8472 7.7159 1394.3 1598.7 1692.4 .2546 1 1 • 1 .22394+00 27.3 

.90 -.6770 .-3446 .8430 8.5681 1398.6 1595.5 1692.4 .2765 . 11. 1 .20200+00 30.7 
1. 00 -.7013 .3708 .8396 9.4202 1402.8 1592.9 1692.4 .2974 11. 1 .18114+00 34.1 
1 • 1 0 -.7217 .3959 .8370 10.2724 1407.1 1590.6 1692.4 .3173 11.1 .16124+00 37.5 
1 • 20 -.7387 .4198 .8350 11.1245 1411.4 1588.7 1692.4 .3363 11.1 .14221+00 40.9 
1.30 -.7528 .4427 .8335 11.9767 1415.6 1587.2 1692.4 .3545 11. 1 .12399+00 44.3 
1.4() -.7643 .4647 .8324 12.8288 1419.9 1585.9 1692.4 .3720 11 • 1 .10649+00 47.7 
1 • 5() -. 7734 .4858 .8317 13.6809 1424.1 1584.9 1692.4 .3888 11.1 .89674--01 51.1 
1.60 -.7804 .5061 .8314 14.5331 1428.4 1584.2 1692.4 .4050 11.1 .73490-01 54.5 

\ 1.70 -.7856 .5256 .8313 15.3852 1432.7 1583.6 1692.4 .4206 11. 1 .57898-01 5?.9 
1.80 -.7890 .5445 .8315 16.2374 1436.9 1583.2 1692.4 .4356 11.1 .42862-01 61.4 
1. 90 -.7909 .5626 • 8320 17.0895 . 1441 ;2 1583.0 1692.4 .4501 11. I .28352-01 64.8 
2.00 -.7913 .5802 .8327 17.9417 1445.4 1583.0 1692.4 .4642 11.1 • 1 4339.-01 6' 0:: I o ..J 

2. 10 -.7905 .5971 .8336 18.7938 1449.7 1583.0 1692.4 .4777 11.1 .?9991-03 68.7 

*******THE ALLOCATED SPACING HAS BLOCKED AT THIS AXIAL LOCATION******** 19.6460-+ time of channel blockage 
SOLIDIFIED STEEL LAYER BUILD-UP FROH HEAT TRANSFER TO HELIUM FLOU 

32.484 24.220 .43497 1692.4 .89875 11.127-+ Re, Nu, h, TB, tZH' v for steel 
....;) 

1155.1 26.975 5.47197-02-+ Re, Nu , h, for helium . z z ~ 
t"' 

STEEL GAMMA HEATING= .444708+01U/CM3 z· 
t:t::l 

0\ TAU THETA DELTA PSI TIME TF1 TW TINF DELTA I 1.) GAMA tiASS 
~ 

VI 

.10 -.0186 .0169 .9944 1.7509 1364.5 1668.0 1692.4 .0138 11 • I .46471+00 3.4 -(") 

.20 -.0366 .0335 .9891 2.6030 1368.8 1666.0 I 692.4 .0273 11. 1 .45122+00 6.8 
0 ::s 

.30 -.0540 .0498 .9841 3.4552 1373.0 1664 .I I 692.4 .0406 1 1.1 .43794+00 10.2 rt 
...... 

.40 -.0710 .0659 .9794 4.3073 1377.3 1662.2 I 692.4 .0536 11.1 .42486+00 13.6 ::s 
~ 

.so -.0876 .0817 .9749 5.1595 1381.5 1660.4 1692.4 .0665 11.1 .41197+00 17.0 n> 
p,. 

.60 -.1037 .0974 .9706 6. 01 I 6 1385.8 1658.6 1692.4 .0792 1 1 • 1 .3992?+00 20.5 -

.70 -. 1195 . I 128 .9665 6.8638 13.90. I 1656.9 1692.4 .0918 1 1 • I .38674+00 23.9 

.80 -.1349 .1281 .9626 7.7159 1394.3 1655.2 1692.4 .1041 11. 1 .37437+00 27.3 

.90 -.1499 • 1431 .9589 8.5681 1398.6 1653.5 1692.4 .1163 II. I .36216+00 30.7 
1.00 -.1647 .1580 .9553 9.4202 1402.8 1651.9 1692.4 .1284 11.1 .35009+00 34. 1 
1.10 -.1791 .1728 .9518 10.2724 1 407. 1 1650.3 1692.4 • 1403 11.1 .33817+00 3-' .,. I o..J 

1.20 -.1933 • 1873 .9485 11.1245 1411.4 1648.7 1692.4 .1521 11.1 .32639+00 40.9 
1.30 -.2072 .2018 .9453 11.9767 1415.6 1647.2 1692.4 .1638 11.1 • 31473+00 44.3 
1.40 -.2209 .2160 .9422 12.8288 1419.9 1645.7 1692.4 .1753 11.1 .30320+00 47.7 
1.50 -.2343 .2302 .9392 13.6809 1424.1 1644.2 1692.4 . I 867 11.1 .291?9+00 51. .I 
1.60 -.2475 .2442 .9363 14.5331 1428.4 1642.8 1692.4 .1980 11. 1 .28050+00 54.5 
1. 70 -.2605 .2581 .9335 15.3852 1432.7 164 I. 3 1692.4 .2092 I I • 1 .26932+00 57.9 
1. 80 -.2733 .2718 .9308 16.2374 1436.9 1639.9 1692.4 .2203 11.1 .25825+00 61.4 
1.90 -.2858 .2854 .9281 17.0895 1441.2 1638.6 1692.4 .2312 11. I .24728+00 64.8 
2.00 -.2982 .2989 .9256 17.9417 1445.4 1637.2 1692.4 .2421 I i . I .23641+00 68.2 
2.10 -.3104 .3123 .9231 18.7938 1449.7 1635.9 1692.4 .2529 1 1.1 .22564+00 71 .6 
2.20 -.3224 .3256 .9207 19.6460 1454.0 1634.5 1692.4 .2635 1 1. I .21497+00 75.0 
2.30 -.3343 .3388 .9183 20.4981 1458.2 1633.2 1692.4 .2741 11. 1 • 20439+00 78.4 



HRAT 

TABLE 5 

Glossary of STEFINS Output Notation 

= fraction. of theoretical heat of fusion of steel. When the bulk 

coolant temperature is calculated L:o be less than the liquidus 

(T = 17J0°K), HRAT io computed frnm thP. equatiup: 
.~ 

HRAT = 1 - C (T - TB) /"A. 
p R. 

Then TB is recomputed as follows: 

where T 
s 

the solidus temperature = 1670°K. 

TINF = TB = bulk or mixed mean molten steel temperature. 

TAU = T = dimensionless time 

THETA = e = dimensionless wall temperature, T . 
w 

DELTA = dimensionless solidified layer thickness, o, in slab geometry. 

PSI 

TIME 

TFl 

TW 

or dimensionless radius to the solidified layer, 'Y, in cylindrical 

geometry. 

= tjJ = magnitude function 

= t = time of flow over distance ZH plus time of solidification 

= Tf = heat sink temperature 

= T = steel wall surface temperature adjacent to the solidified 
w 

layer. 
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TABLE 5 (Continued) 

DELTA! = solidified steel layer thickness in centimeters. 

V = velocity of molten steel in cm/s. 

GAMA = radius from tube or parallel plate centerline to the 

solidified steel layer. 

MASS = mass of molten steel which has flowed past the axial location 

of interest. 
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TABLE 6 

Comparison Data 

Quantity 

B11lk fluid temperature 

Steel melting temperature 

Isothermal wall temperature 

Heat sink temperature 

Radius of tube 

Hydraulic diameter 

Heat transfer coefficient: 

From the molten steel to the 
frozen layer 

Fruw wall to heat oink 

Prandtl number of molten steel 

Thermal conductivity: molten steel 

solid steel 

.Thermal diffusivity: molten steel 

solid steel 

Density: w•:•J t""n ~tccl 

solid steel 

H~at capacity! moltt:t11 lilteel 

solid steel 

Heat of fusion 

68 

Symbol 

TB 

T m 

T w 

Tf 

R 
0 

DH 

h 

hgap 

Pr 

kt 
k 

s 

all. 

a 
il 

PJ!, 

Ps 

c 
p 

c ps 

A. 

Value 

1750°K 

1700°K 

1000°K 
) 

1000°K 

0.6 em 

1.2 em 

0.55 w/cm2-°K 
0.60 

0.15 

0.10 w/cm-uK 

0.3 

0.0561 em /sec 

0.0617 

6.95 gm/cm3 

7.62 

0.77 j/gtn-°K 

0.64 

268 j /gm 



APPENDIX A 

CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

The transient thickness of a solidifying steel layer [R - Y(t)] 
0 

on a cold tube and the.tube wall temperature, T (t), are sought. 
w 

The governing equations are as follows: 

Region 1 

1 aT1 (r,t)J ... , 
+ - + -~ 

r ar pC 
. p 

Region 2 

The interfacial condition at the phase change front is, 

pA. dY(t) 

dt 
= h (T - T) + k-aT2] 

B m ar 
r=Y 

(lA) 

(2A) 

(3A) 

Figure 2 defines the regi9ns and Chapter 2 provides the nomenclature. 

The boundary conditions are as follows: 

= R ,t) = 
0 

= R t) 
0 

A-1 

- T (t) 
w 

(4A) · 



aTzl_ 

Clr ]r=R 
0 

= ClTll . 

ar ]r=R 
0 

The initial condition 

T - T (t<O) 
I w . 

at t=O and r=R o. 

is: 

[

p c k ]1/2 = i R, R, 

p c k .w w w 

(SA) 

(6A) 

(7A) 

The right-hand side equals unity for temperature independent 

properties and the same material on the wall, w, as in the fluid, 1. 

Tw{t<O) is input specified, TB is a function of axial position, z, in 

the tube and T1 = Tw(t=O). 

Region 2 Solution 

The solution.method involves substituting an assumed temperature 

profile into equations lA and 2A. A collocation procedure.is applied 

with equations 2A and 3A to obtain a simpler expression for Y(t). The 

method of collocation is a technique for obtaining an approximate 

solution to one or more differential equations. The approximation is 

made by requiring that the solution be exactly satisfied at only a 

certain number, N, distinct points in the solution interval. This work 

requires that the solution be exactly satisfied at the solidified layer/ 

molten steel interface, r=Y, only. Hence, only one external condition 

A-2 



, I 

is necessary for the solution of equation 2A. This condition is 

equation 3A. The details of the procedure are presented below. 

Assume a temperature profile in the solidified layer region. 

There obtains, 

T2(r,t) - Tw(t) 

T - T ·(t) 
m w 

= }((t) 
R.n (r/R0 ) [R.n (r/R0 )]

2 

---- + [1- x(t)] 
R.n (Y/R ) · R.n (Y/R ) 

0 0 

(SA) 

where x(t) is a magnitude function to be evaluated later. Note that 

this satisfies the solution at r=Y, exactly. Namely, T2 (r=Y,t) = Tm. 

Substitution of the derivative of equation SA into equation 3A yields, 

k(T - T ) 
+ m w 

Y R.n (Y/R ) 
0 

[2 - x1 

The chain rule may be applied to equation 2A if it is evaluated at 

r=Y(t). Let 

r' = r/Y(t), then 

at ar' at 
aT [r dY] --- ----=-
ar' Y2 dt [

aT dY] 

ar dt r=Y 

aT aT ar' -=----= 

(9a) 

(lOA) 

Substitute equation 9A into lOA and that result into 2A evaluated at 

r=Y. There obtains, 

aT] [h - - - (TB - Tm) + 
ar Y p). r= 

k (T - T ) 
. m w 

(2 - x] · 
(llA) 
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The derivatives of temperature with respect to r in equation llA are 

evaluated by twice differentiating equation 8A and evaluating the 

derivatives at r=Y. There obtains, 

__ m __ w_ 2(1 -X) + m w (2 -X) hY (TB - T ). + 
a. (T - T ) (T - T ) [ 

y 2 ~n2 (Y/R) Y2 ~n(Y/R) PA m 
0 0 

k (T ~ T ) . · ] 
m w (2 - X). ~ 0 

PA in(Y /R ) 
0 

Considerable algebraic rearranging yields, 

2A 

TJ + [c(T1:A C(Tin -

(T 
- Tw) ] 4 

·m 
= 

(T - T ) 
in m 

+ hY (TB - Tm) 

k (T. - T ) 
1n m 

~n(Y/R ) + 
0 

+ 2hY (TB - Tm) 
~n(Y/R ) + 

- T ) k (Tin - Tm) 
0 

IU 

0 (12A) 

Certain dimensionless variable groupings have special physical significance 

and can considerably simplify equation 12A. Define, 

T - T 
e w m --

T - T 
in m 

~ 
h:Y. (13A) =-
k 

hR 
R ' 

0 = --
0 k 
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8 
aA 

= 
C(T -in 

T ) 
m 

(T - T ) 
r B m R.n(Y/R ) and = 

(T - T ) 0 

in m 

and substitute into 12A which becomes 

[-a]x2 - [-4a + ~r + 8] x + [8 + 2~r - 4a] = o (14A) 

Equation 14A contains all the information of equation 2A but is a simple 

quadratic equation in X rather than a second order differential equation. 

The solution for the magnitude function, X, is as follows, 

X = 
[~r + 8- 4a]- ..J<~r + 8) 2 - 48a 

-2a 
(lSA) 

where the choice of the negative sign in front of the radical will be 

justified later. 

The transient thickness of a solidified layer may not be obtained 

by integrating equation 9A directly. It is convenient to work with the 

dimensionless form which is obtained by substituting the appropriate 

variables of equation 13A. There obtains, 

! tn(€/R ') d~ = r 
2 . 0 dT 

a (2 ~ X) (16A) 

For a solidifying steel layer d~/dt is negative. Also a is negative, 

R.n(~/R ') is negative and r is negative. Substituting equation lSA into 
0 
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16A with a positive sign in front of the radical yields a positive 

d~/dT for a solidifying steel layer. This is clearly false, hence 

equation lSA is correct as written. Equations lSA and 16A are pro

grammed in STEFINS. Equation 16A is solved by IMSL subroutine 

DVERK. 

Region 1 Solution 

Equation lA could have been finite differenced and numerically 

integrated to obtain Tw' however, a much faster but approximate 

solution was used which gives accurate enough results at the tube 

wall, r=R • 
0 

Integrate equation lA over the tube width to obtain 

r T
1 

dr = a [r aTl] 
at r=R c 

+ ~ (R 2- R 2) 
2k c 0 

- a 
rr aTl] 
L ar Jr=R 

0 

(17A) 

Assume that the steady state temperature profile is approximately 

correct throughout the transient. This shape is allowed tu ~hange in 

magnitude. The assumed solution of equation lA with boundary condi

tions 4A and 7A is as follows 

T
1
(r,t) ,; T (t) [-hgap in(r/R ) + 11 :+- Tf(t) [~ tn(r/R )l 

w R' o J R' o ~ 

• ", [ (R 
2 

- r
2

) R2 . ] + ~ _.:;..o ___ +- tn(r/R ) 
ak a R' 0 

(18A) 
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where 

R' = h R.n(R /R ) +~ and gap c 0 R 
c 

h 
R2 =~ (R 2 - R 2) +Rk 

2 c 0 c 

Multiply equation 18A by r, integrate from R to R and differentiate 
0 c 

with respect to time. There obtains 

where 

d 

dt 
R 

0 

dT 
w 

::::--

dt [~ _ ~ ~l +dTf [~ ~J 
R' ~ dt R' 

FL = l (R 2 - R 2 ) and 
-L. 2 c o 

R 2 . 

FL = _c_ R.n(R /R ) - l FL 
-~ 2 c o 2 -L 

(19A) 

Equation 17A may now be evaluated term by term from previously obtained 

quantities. Equation 19A 1s used for the left-hand side of equation 

17A. The boundary condition at r=R yields 
c 

[
ar1J (h a · - = ~T 
a~ R' f 

h • '" R2) · l R 
- ~ T + ~ - - - ...£. q"' 

R' w 2k R' R 2k 
r=R c 

c 

and equation SA coupled with the derivative of equation 8A yields 

[ ~Tl] =[aT2l. = 

ar R ar J R r= r= 
0 0 

(T - T ) 
m w 

R.n(Y/R ) 
0 

A-7 
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R 
0 

(20A) 

(21A) 



Substituting 19A, 20A and 21A into 17A, a first order (rather than 

second order) differential equation for T (t) results. 
w 

By defining 

A -
T - T 

f m 

T. - T 
l.n m 

. "' Q = L... _,_ 1 

3k T. - T 
l.n m 

and 

and using other previously defined dimensionless variables, there 

obtains, 

de -= 

Q (R2 -R 2) + 
R' o 

ox ] -
R.n (~/R0 ') 

which is also integrated in STEFtNS by lMSL subroutine DVERK. 

Bulk Fluid Temperature and Nusselt Number 

(22A) 

The expressions for solidified steel layer thickness and tube 

surface temperature require the heat transfer coefficient, h, and the 

bulk molten steel temperature, TB. These are a function of ZH, the 

distance from the beginning of the steel flow to the location at which 

equations 16A and 22A are solved (Figure 1). Flows in either a tube or 

annulus may be specified by user option. 
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··where 

Laminar Flow in a Tube: 

Nu = 3.656 for fully developed laminar flow and 

N 

L: 
Nu = __ n_=_O ________ __ 

~ Gn -A~Z+ 
L..J ---e 

n=O A 2 
n 

z+ = ~ / P 
Y e 

P = Re Pr 
e 

Re = 2V y/v z 

Pr = v /a 

h Dh 
Nu = -

k 

D = oY and 
h 

n 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

A 2 
n 

7.312 

44.62 

113.8 

215.2 

348.5 

(4n + 8/3) 2 

for the thermal entry length 

G n 

.749 

.544 

.463 

.414 

.382 

1.01276 A -l/ 3 
n 

The bulk (mixed ~ean temperature) is ~s follows: 
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The velocity of flow, V , is needed to evaluate these expressions •. if 
z 

flow is not mass flow rate limited, the minimum of the following two 

expressions.is cho~en. 

1. v = gtZH z 
where ZH 

or 
y2 

2. v =- g 
z 

for slug flow or 

where 

v 
z 

8v 

G = __ _.g..__ __ 

4v (y2 -

for film flow 

and K is found from the following equation 

where J , Y are the ordinary Bessel functions of the first and 
n n 

second kind respectiv~ly. If the flow r~te is mass limited, then 

where m~ is input specified and 

~ = TIY2 for a tube. 
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Turbulent Flow in a Tube: 

The Dittus-Boelter correlation is used as the best available 

approximation. The Prandtl number of molten steel is between 0.15 and 

0.25. The following relation was developed for Pr > 0.7. This is 

closer to the molten steel Pr than liquid metal Nusselt number 

correlations. Hence, 

is programmed in STEFINS. 

The bulk temperature.is found from a simple one-dimensional fluid 

energy balance, 

where A = NuPr _4_ 
T Re D 2 · 

h" 

The velocity is found like in the laminar flow case. However, the 

limiting slug flow velocity for turbulent flow in a tube is as follows for 

Re > 2300. 

__ v_;:;z;..._ = -0.8 + o. 87 t~ [ :h V 2Dhg] 

"2Dhg 

The limiting film flow velocity is ~s follows: 

Vz = "2gZH/0.005 
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Laminar Annular Flow: 

The Nusselt number and bulk fluid temperature are taken from 

Reference 5 for the situation that the inner radius of the annulus is 

insulated and the outer radius is at T • 
w 

Define X""' 
z Dh 

and RePr 

r* ;;; R /R 
I o 

where Dh 2 (Ro - RI) 

Re Vz Dh/V 

RI = inner radius 

R = outer radius 
0 

~(J) 
T - TD 

Also define lu 
= Bo 

T. - T l.n w 

and ·rr D 
~(3) qo h 

= 
00 (T - T ) k in w 

where 

It is assumed in STEFINS that r* = 0.5 and .001 > X > .0005. Therefore, 

~ (3)) 
Bo 

and T = -(T. - T ) ~( 3 ) T 
B 1.n w Bo + in 

A-12 
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with 

<I> (3) = .029 + <x - .ooo5) (.016) Bo .0005 

and 
<I> (3) = 14.2 - <x - .ooo5) (3.1) 

00 .0005 

The velocity is found as above with the limiting slug flow velocity 

given as follows for a Re < 2300. 

for • 8 > r* > • 4 

The limiting tube flow velocity .is used for film flow. 

Turbulent Annular Flow: 

The Dittus-Boelter equation as in turbulent tube flow is used 

with Re = 2 V (R - R1)/v. By assuming that the an~ular flow friction 
z 0 

factor is 10% greater than the tube flow friction factor for a given 

Reynolds number, the limiting flow velocity is as follows for Re > 2300. 

The limiting tube flow velocity is used for film flow. 
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APPENDIX B 

SLAB GEOMETRY MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

The transient thickness of a solidifying steel layer, o(t), on a 

cold wall and the wall surface temperature, T (t), are sought. The 
w 

governing equations for the situation depicted in Figure 1 are: 

Region 1 

pC 
p 

Region 2 

pC 
p 

aT1(x,t) 

at 

aT2(x,t) 

at 

a2T1 (x,t) 
= k + q"' 

at 

a2T
2
(x,t) 

= k----
at 

The interfacial condition at the phase change front is, 

PA do(t) = -h(T - T ) 
B m 

+k-aT2] 

Region 4 

pC 
p 

dt 

T
4 

(x, t) 

at 

a2T4(x,t) 
= k-_..:.. __ 

ax x=o 

B-1 

(lB) 

(2B) 

(3B) 

(4B) 



The interfacial condition at the phase change front caused by heat 

transfer, to the helium is, 

where o(t) = solidified steel layer thickness caused by heat 

transfer to a cold wall (region 1) 

solidified steel layer thickness caused by heat 

transfer to a cold heiium flow 

hhe heat transfer coefficient from a solidified steel 

layer to the cold helium flow 

(5B) 

The remaining nomenclature is the same as in the cylindrical geometry 

description. 

The boundary conditions are as follows: 

T2 (x=O,t) =.T1 (x=0,4) = T (t:) 
w 

(6H) 

aT2 aT
1 = -- (7R) 

ax x=O ax x=O 

T2 (x=o) = T m 
(8B) 

h [Tf(t) - T1 (-w,t)] gap 

a·1·
1 

(-w, t) 
= -k -----

ax 
(9B) 

(lOB) 

hh (Th - T ) e e c 
= -k aT4l 

ax Jx=O 

(llB) 
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The initial condition is, 

= 
[

p c k Jl /2 R, R, R, 

p c k . 
www 

at t=O and x=O. 

The right-hand side equals unity for temperature independent 

properties and the same material on the wall, w, as in the fluid, R.. 

Tw(t<O) is input·specified, TB is a function of axial position, z, 

along the wall and T
1 

= T (t=O). . w 

Region 2 Solution 

The solution method involves substituting an assumed temperature 

profile into equations lB and 2B. A collocation procedure is applied 

with equations 2B and 3B to obtain a simpler expression for o(t). The 

method of collocation is a technique for obtaining an approximate 

solution to one or more differential equations. The approximation is 

made by requiring that the solution be exactly satisfied at only a 

certain number, N, distinct points in the solution interval. This 

work requires that the solution be exactly satisfied at the solidified 

layer/molten steel interface, x=o, only. Hance only one extP.rn~l 

condition is necessary for the .solution of equation 2B. This condi

tion is equation 3B. The details of the procedure are presented 

below.' 

Assume a temperature profile in the solidified layer region. 

There obtains, 

T
2

(x,t) - T 
----=m = ljJ(t) 
T.(t)- T , w m 

[1 --~-J + [1 - ljJ(t)l [1 - ~x(t)]
2 

O(t)J J u 

B-3 
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where ~(t) is a magnitude function to be evaluated later. Note that 

this satisfies the solution at x=o exactly. Namely, T
2

(x=o,t) = Tm. 

Substitution of the derivative of equation 12B into equation 3B yields 

do 
pA. -- = -h (T - T ) - k~ (T - T ) 

dt B m 0 w m 
(13B) 

The chain rule may be applied to equation 2B if it is evaluated 

at x=o. Let 

x' = x/o, then 

dt ax' at 
aT [x do] [aT do] 

- ax' ~ dt = - ax dt x=o 

dT aT ax' -- = ------ = 

Substitute equations 13B and 14B into 2B evaluated at x=o. There 

obtains 

- aT] [-h (T - T ) - ~ (T - Tm~ = 
..., , B m ~p' w 
ax x=o PA v 1\ 

(14B) 

(lSB) 

The derivatives of temperature with respect to x in equation 15B are 

evaluated by twice differentiating equation 12B and evaluating the 

derivatives at x=o. There obtains, 

.;... 2a. (T - T ) (1 - ~) + _Y!. (Tw - T ) [ -h (TB - Tm) -
o2 w m o m pA. 

ti (T - Tm)l = 0 
opA. w J (16B) 

Considerable algebraic rearranging yields, 
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(Tin - Tm) [ . -2A + ho 
(T -

Tm) ] 1jl2 + B 
1jl + 

(T - T ) c(Ti - T ) k (T - T ) w m n m in m 

2>. (Ti - T ) n m 
0 = \ 

c(Ti - T ) n m (T - T ) w m 

Certain dimensionle~s variable groupings have special physical 

significance and can considerably simplify equation 17B. Define, 

ll 
_hO 
=k. 

T - T 
6 

w m 
= 

T - T in m 

T - T 
r B m 

= 
T - T in m 

6 
2>. 

= 

c(Tin - Tm) 

h2 
T =-at 

k2 . 

and 

and substitute 1n~o 17B which becom~s 

1jl2 + $[llr - 6]/6 + 6/6 = o 

(17B) 

(18B) 

(19B) 

Equation 19B contains all the information of equation 2B but is a simple 

quadratic equation in 1jl rather than a second order differential equation. 

The solution tor the magnitude coetticient, ~' lH ~8 follows, 

1jl = 
- [flr - al - ..) (llr ~ a>z - 4S6 

26 
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where the choice of the negative sign in front of the radical will be 

justified later. 

The transient thickness of a solidified layer may now be obtained 

by integrating equation 13B directly. It is convenient to work with 

the dimensionless form which is obtained by substituting the appropriate 

variables of equation 18B. There obtains, 

-26 d
6 

= we/6 + r (21B) 
dT 

d6 
For a solifidying steel layer dT is positive. However, substituting 

equation 20B with a positive sign in front of the radical yields a 
d6 negative dT for all parameter combinations. This is clearly false, hence 

equation 20B is correct as written. Equations 20B and 21B are programmed 

in STEFINS. Equation 21B is solved by IMSL subroutine DVERK. 

Region 1 Solution 

Equation lB could have been finite differenced and numerically 

integrated to obtain T , however, a much faster but ap~oximate solution 
w 

was used which gives accurate enough results at the wall surface, x=O. 

Integrate equation lB over the wall width to obtain 

•. II I 

+~ w (22B) 
2k 

where y = ""X 

Assume that the steady state temperature profile ia approximately 

correct throughout the transient. This shape is allowed to change in 

magnitude. The assumed solution of equation lB with boundary conditions 

6B and 9B is as follows, 
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. 
I 

T
1

(x,t) 

+ ·q"' 

y 
k w+-

h gap 
] 

+ Tf(t) [ w + ~] 
gap. 

~+ 2k k ~( w w2) Y 

.gap w + hgap 

-r_]' 2k (23B) 

Integrate equation 23B from 0 to w and differentiate w~th respect to 

time. There obtains, 

X dT [ J ~ f T dx ;;; w -2! 1 = l/ 2 w 
dt 1 1 dt + _k_ 

0 w h 
gap 

+ w dt . k 
dTf [ 1/2 w ] 

w+-
h .. gap 

(24B) 

Equation 22B may not be evaluated term by term from previously obtained 

quantities. Equation 24B is used for the left-hand side of equation 22B. 

The boundary condition at y = w yields, 

[
:Tl] = --=lk:----

y ]y=w w + --
h gap 

- ~] 

(T - T ) + w q'" 
f w 

and equation 7B coupled with the derivative of equation 12B yields 

[
aT1] · [aT2~ . - = - = -(T - T )(ljl-2)/o ay 

0 
ay 

0 
w m 

y= y= 

(25B) 

(26B) 

Substituting 24B, 25B and 26B into 22B, a first order (rather than second 

order) differential equation for T (t) results. By defining . . w 
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A = 

k q"' Q = ____ .....___ 

h2 T - T 
in m 

H = h/h -· gap 

and 

and using other previously defined dimensionless variables, there 

obtains, 

de 2 1 2 Lw + H J e 
d• = w w + 2H [A - e1 + w Lw + 2H -;; <11J-2) 

W dA + 
W + 2H d1: Q 

which is also integrated in STEFINS by IMSL subroutine DVERK. 

Adiabatic Approximation in Region 1 

(27B) 

Upon user specified option, STEFINS will calculate T (t) assuming 
w 

an adiabatic wall instead ot boundary condition equation YB at y = w. 

The assumed temperature profile for the adiabatic approximation is as 

follows •. 

T
1

(x,t) - T (t)·- ycj"' 
w k 

(28B) 

Therefore 

:t/ 
0 

dT 
- .. w wd"t and (29B) 
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(30B) 

Applying equations 26B, 29B, and 30B to equation 22B as before yields, 

deA = eA (lj!-2) + Q 
dT !J. W (31B) 

where SA refers to the dimensionless wall temperature for an adiabatic 

boundary condition., This equation is solved in STEFINS. 

Region 4 Solution 

The calculation of a solidified steel layer thickness caused by 

contact with a cold helium flow proceeds nearly identically to the 

region 2 solution, (refer to Figure 1). The calculation begins (t=O) 

when an infinitesimally thin solid layer forms between the molten steel 

flow and the helium flow. Equations 4B, SB, lOB, llB, and 12B are 

combined to yield 

and 
[tJ.4r.- Bl- ,J<tJ.4r- B) 2 - 4se4 

264 

where the previously undefined quantities are 

T - T c m 
Ti - T n m 

and 
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T = the temperature of the solid steel/helium flow 
c 

interface (Figure 1). 

e4 is obtained by non-dimensionalizing equation llB and substituting 

equation 26B. There obtains 

~F 

[~ 2)1 (34B) 

where 

hhe 
= ~ = the dimensionless heat transfer coefficient, ~e' 

from the solid steel layer to the helium and 

The - Tm 
= T _ T = the dimensionless helium temperature, The • 

in m 
F 

Equations 32B, 33B, and 34B are solved simultaneously in STEFINS. 

Equation 32B is integrated by IMSL subroutine DVERK. 

Bulk Fluid Temperature and Nusselt Number 

The expressions for solidified steel layer thickness and tube 

surface temperature require the heat transfer coefficient, h, and the 

bulk molten steel. temperature, TB. These are functions of ZH, the 

.distance from the beginning of the steel flow to the location at which 

equations 20B, 21B, 27B, 31B, 32B, 33B and 34B are solved. Flow along 

a vertical flat plate or between parallel plates may be specified by 

user option. The following heat transfer correlations are used for 

both h (equation 27B) and ~e (equation 34B). 

Laminar Flow Between Parallel Plates: 

Nu = 7.5407 for fully developed flow and equal temperatures 

on both walls and 
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where 

2 
L G 

,2 + 
-1\ z e n 

n=O n 
Nu = --~------------- for the thermal entry length 

+ z 

p 
e 

Re 

Dh 

y 

D 
w 

Pr 

Nu 

n 

0 

1 

2 

2 G 2 + 
" n -A:nz 
~ IL' e 
n=O n 

= (~) / Pe 

= RePr 

= VzDh/v 

= 2Y 

= D - 2o w 

= distance between walls 

= v/a 

hDh 
and =--

k 

A 2 G n n 

15.09 1. 717 

171.3 1.139 

498 0.952 

The bulk (mixed mean temperature) is as follows: 

T T 2 - B 
---'m"'---- = 8 L 
Tm - Tin n=O 

G 2 + n -An z 
-- e 
A 2 
n 

The velocity of flow, V , is needed to evaluate these expressions. If z 
flow is not mass flow rate limited, the minimum of the following two 

expressions is chosen. 
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1. V = t h ZH l -t2 
z g ZH w ere = 2 g ZH 

or 

2. 
D 2 g 

h = Re v F(x) 
2y Dh 

for slug flow 

where 

ZH 
X = 

Re Dh 

and F(x) is given by the following table, 

- F(i) X 

-
X < 0.000126 168.4 - -.000126 ~ X< .000282 88.89 

-.000282 < X < .00052 73.14 
-.00052 < X < .00114 57.60 
-• 00114 < X < .00209 42.63 
-.00209 < X < .00299 35.73 

.00299 < X < .00393 32.60 
-• 00393 < X < .00489 29.78 

.00489 < - .00548 28.76 X < 
-.00548 < X < .006055 27.83 
-.006055 < X < .006885 26.97 
-.006885 < X < .00789 26.21 

.oo789 < x ~6. 

or 

G [1 -; L -n••••tzR/462] 
v = ~ ( 1 + n

2
:

2
) sirt (~w) e · f z n odd 

where of = film thickness and 

G = go~/2v 
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If the flow rate is mass limited, then 

where 

v = in'l./pe~ z 

in.R. is input specified and 

.AF = D S ww 

S = width of the parallel plate and is input specified. 
w 

Turbulent Flow Between Parallel Plates: 

The Dittus-Boelter correlation is used as the best available 

approximation. The Prandtl number of molten steel is between 0.15 and 

0.25. The following relation was developed for Pr > 0.7. This is 

closer to the molten steel Pr than liquid metal Nusselt number 

correlations. Therefore, 

Nu ~ 0.023 Re0• 8 Pr0.4 

with Re = 2V Y/v is programmed in STEFINS. z 

The bulk temperature is found from a simple one-dimensional fluid energy 

balance, 

where 
Nu Pr 4 

AT.= Re Dhv2 

The velocity is found like in the laminar flow case. 

Flow Along a Flat Plate: 

Upon user specified option, the heat transfer coefficients 

for flow along a vertical flat plate may be used. Velocities are 
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computed as if the flow were film flow between parallel plates 

with a hydraulic diameter equal to the flowing film thickness, of. 

The laminar flow Nusselt number is found as follows for·Re < 5.0 x 105 : z-

Nu 0.332 Re 1/2 Prl/3 
z 

The turbulent flow Nusselt number is found as follows for Re > 5.0 x 105 : z 

where 

Nu = 0.0296 Re o.,a PrO·G 
n 

Re 
z 

hZH = VzZH/v and Nu = ~ 

The bulk temperature is as follows: 

where XT 
Nu Pr 4 = ~ Re Dhv z 

Dh ; of 
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STEFINS Source Listing 

DRHIKE*STEFINS(ll.STEFINS 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

1 0 
1 1 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
... ,,.., 
~4 

23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
40 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 

C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE TRANSIENT DEVELOPMENT OF A SOLIDIFICATION 
C FRONT UITHIN THE INTERDUCT SPACING DUE TO MOLTEN STEEL FLOWING UNDER 
C GRAVITY OVER THE EXTERNAL DUCT UALL. IT ALSO CALCULATES THE TRANSIENT 
C UALL TEMPERATURE DUE TO HEAT FLUXES FROM TH E ROD BUNDLE AND HOLTEN 
C STEEL 
C RUNGE KUllA TECHNIQUE <SUBROUTINE DVERK FROH IMSL*LIB> IS USED TO SOLVE 
C THE TUO COUPLED, FIRST ORDER, NON-LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR 
C NON-DIMENSIONALIZED UALL TEMP, THETA, AND FROZEN LAYER THICKNESS, DELTA. 
C RADIAL PROBLEM ONLY IS SOLVED •• MUST INPUT HEAT FLUX FROM ROD 
C BUNDLE AND INNER DUCT UALL TEMPERATURE UHICH ARE BOTH ASSUMED 
C CONSTANT IN THIS SOLUTION 
C STEFINS IS AN ACRONYM FOR STEEL FREEZING INTEGRAL SIMULATION 
C HEAT FLUX IS IN CU/CM2> 
C HEAT GENERATION IS IN CU/CM3) 
C HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS ARE IN CU/CH2-Kl 
C TINF=FLOUING STEEL TEMPERATURE 
c 
c 

REAL NUSZ,MASS,HTERH,ID,IDH,NUSH 
DIMENSION Y<2>,CC24>,WC2,9l,IOPTC4) 1 10PTN<3> 
EXTERNAL FCN,VEL 

COHMON/VAR/D,TINF,TAUEND,REG,PSI,DU,H,T,HRAT,VO,TlMEZ,HT, 
XT1ME1,TFR,TF,TF1,TFQ,T3,T31,1IN,VMDOT1,FAREA,FAREA1 1 ZV,ZH, 
XCPFAC,OG,HGAP,TSL,TEFF,TREF,XI1,1UBC,IHGAP,ICYL,IFILM,JFILM 

COMMON/HEHT/NN,NHE,THE,HHE,REH,HFAREA 
DATA IOPT/'NO','YES';'NO',/NO;/ 
DATA IOPTN/'YES','NO','NO'/ 

C PROPERTIES FUNCTIONS 
C K=YATT /CM·-K HEL PRESS=HPA 
C TEMPERATURE IS IN K LENGTH IS IN CM 
C CPS=CAL/MOLE K VISC=GH/CM SEC <POISE> 
C ALPHS=CM2/SEC HSL=CAL/MOLE 

TCONDLCTT>=1.241E-01+3.279E-05*TT 
T CONDS ( TT) =9. 248E -02+1 • 571 E -04=HT 
ALPHASCTT>=2.578E-02+3.265E-05*TT-3.3138E-09•TT**2 

ALPHAHCTT>=2.686E-02-4.1812E-07•TT+2.580E-09*TT**2 
CPSCTT>=Co.181+1.78BE-03*TT> 
SDENSCTT>=t7.433+3.934E-05*TT-1.801E-07•TT**2>*AINTCTT/1730.)+ 

X <1.0-AINTCTT/1730.))*(7.272-0.310*CTT-1670J/60.) 
VOLHCTT>=SSHU/SDENS<TTJ 
SVISC<TTJ=7.6987/C324.019*CVOLMCTT>-7.6987)) 
DVISCCTT>=SVISCCTTJ/SDENSCTT> 
RECV,GAHA,TT>=V*GAHA/DVISCCtT> 
PR(TT>=DVISCCTTJ/ALPHAH<TTJ 

ALPHARCTT/=ALPHASCTT)/ALPHAM<TTJ 
HGAPCCTF,T3,TUJ=CCTU-T3)+CUG•.25/TCONDSCTJI*<R0•*2-

X RI**2-2.•RI**2*ALOG<RO/RIJJ)/((TF-T3>*RI•ALOGCRO/RI>J 
x· TCONDS CT)) 

HBTODCTF,T3,TU>=CTCONDS<TJ/DW>*C1/CT3-TF>>*CTW-T3+ 
XOG•DW**2/C2.•TCONPSCT>>> 

QSS CST HIE) =AHAXO C ( 1-INT ( STIME> >,OJ :t:( 13.6-2. 2*STIME >+AMAXO 
XCCINTCSTIME>-1>,0J/CINT<STIME>-1>*AMAXOCC108-INTCSTIME)J,0)/(108 
X-INTCSTIME>>•<11.38-1.22•ALOGCSTIHE)J+AMAXOC<INTCSTIMEJ-108J,O> 
X/CINTCSTIMEJ-108>•<9.42-0.83•ALOGCSTIME)) 
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55 C TSOL=1700 IS THE MEDIAN OF THE MELTING RANGE UHICH IS 1670-1730 K 
56 C ACCORDING TO TOLOUKIAN 
57 C NCASE=NUMBER OF CASES 
58 READt5,1>NCASE,NHE 
59 LOUT=10 
bO SSMU=56.34 
61 KM=O 
62 NN=O 
63 GRAV=980. 
64 NW=2 
65 N=2 
66 VHD011=1.E+06 
b7 TSOL=I700. 
b8 TLI0=1730. 
b9 THIN=I670. 
70 THE=O. 
71 VHE=O. 
72 HPRES=O. 
73 TOL=0.0001 
74 Q=O.O 
75 lFtMH.EQ.O)GO TO 1001 
7b 1000 END FILE LOU;T 
77 IFtNN.EU.NHE>GO TO 1001 
78 GO TO 1002 
79 I 001 KM=MM+1 
80 NN=O 
91 IFtMM.GT.NCASE>STOP 
82 HOUT=LOU1+1 

. 83 WRITEt6,11>MH,NCASE,HOUT 
84 11 FORHATl/1/,IX,/BEGIN CASE',l5,~ OF',l5,1,1X,'FILE/,I5,/ ASSIGNED/) 
85 GO TO 1003 
8b 1002 IFtNHE.GT.O.AND.NN.LT.NHE>NN=NHE 
87 1003 CONTINUE 
88 LOUT•LOUT11 
89 FILMT=O. 
90 VO=I.E+06 
91 HASS=O. 
92 ROVAl=O. 
93 C ZV=SPILLOVER HEIGHT FOR VELOCITY 
94 C ZH=EFFECTIVE HEIGHT FOR HEAT TRANSFER 
95 C T3=INNER UALL TEMPtOR INNER CLAD TEMP) 
96 C TI=INITIAL INTERFACE TEHPERATUREliE, TEMP AT INSTANT HOLTEN STEEL CONTACTS 
97 C COLD UALL>.INITIAL COLD UALL TEMP =TU,THEREFORE: 
98 C TI=lTU+TINF>/2. 
99 C TU=OUTER UALL TEMPtOR OUTER CLAD TEMP> •• <K> 

100 C TIN=INITIAL SPILLOVER TEMP 
101 C TEFF=AVERAGE WALL TEMPlTW> ALONG ZH TO DETERMINE TINF 
102 C D~DIAMETER OF FLOU PATH(lNTERDUCT OAP WIDTH OR TUBE DIAMETER> 
103 C DH= TWICE FLOUING STEEL LAYER THICKNESStCH> FOR FILM FLOW 
104 C DU=UALL THICKNESS OR CLAD THICKNESS 
105 C SMDOT=MASS FLOU RATE OF MOLTEN STEEL.IF SHDOT=O MASS FLOU GOVERNED 
lOb C BY GRAVITY DRIVEN,LAHINAR FLOU VELOCITY EQUATION. 
107 C HRAT=Fr<ACTIONAL IlEAl OF FUSION AT UHICH MOTION :BEGINS 
108 C TAU= NON-DIHENSIONALIZED TIME 
109 C ~TAU=lNCREMENT TAU BY FTAUtiE. TIME STEP LENGTH IN DIMENSIONLESS TIME> 
110 C NTAU=NUHBER OF TIME STEPS 
111 C LTH=OPTION FOR CHOICE OF HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT.IF LTH .LT. O, LAMINAR H 
112 C IF LTH=O,CHOOSE AUTOHATED.BASED ON REYNOLDS NUMBER.IF LTH.GT.O,TURBULENT H 
113 C NTINF--IF NTINF=O TINF IS NOT UPDATEt EACH TIME STEP 
114 C CPFAC=HULTIPLICATIVE FACTOR ON UALL OR CLAD HEAT CAPACITY FOR PARAMETRIC 
115 C STUDIES 
116 C IUBC=BOUNDARY CONDITION AT OUTER UALL (ADJACENT TO FUEL> 
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117 C IF IUBC=O ADIABATIC <NO HEAT FLOW FROK OR TO OUTER WALL SURFACE> 
118 C IF IYBC .NE. 0 HEAT FLUX DETERMINED BY NET FLOW INTO UALL <FROM FUEL> 
119 C MINUS FLOU FROH UALL DUE TO HOLTEN STEEL HEAT SOURCE. 
120 C IF IFILK=1, THEN FILM FLOU ••• HYDRUALIC DIAMETER=4tFlLHT 
121 C FILHT=FILM THICKNESS 
122 C IF ICYL=1 CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY ••• IF ICYL=O SLAB GEOMETRY 
123 C IF IHGAP=1 ROD TO CLAD HEAT TRANSFER=6000 U/K2-K 
124 C IF IHG~P=O BUNDLE TO DUCT UALL HEAT TRANSFER INTERNALLY CALCULATED 
125 C SCRAKT= THE TIME IN SECONDS AFTER SHUTDOWN FOR GAMMA HEATING OF CLAD 
126 C IF SCRAHT LESS THAN 0.0 NO GAMMA HEATING 
127 C QSS,GG=GAMMA HEATING RATE IN STEEL AS A FUNCTION OF liKE AFTER SCRAM 
128 C TF=FUEL SURFACE TEHP=TFQ+TFR*TIHE 
129 C TFR=THE RATE OF FUEL OR BUNDLE TEMPERATURE RISE 
130 C RO=RADIUS OF TUBE AT SURFACE ADJACENT TO MOLTEN STEEL 
131 C Rl=RADIUS OF TUBE AT SURFACE ADJACENT TO FUEL 
132 C SPREDU=THE UIDTH OF THE SLAB FOR FLOWING STEEL 
133 C IF NTINF=O HOLTEN STEEL TEMP REMAINS AT ITS INITIAL VALUE AT 
134 C LOCATION ZH 
135 C IF NTINF=1 HOLTEN STEEL TEMP IS UPDATED EACH TIME STEP 
136 C Yl1)=THETA=NONDIMENSIONAL UALL·TEMP 
137 C Yl2l=DELTA=NONDIMENSIONAL FROZEN LAYER THICKNESS 
138 1 FORMAT< > 
139 13 FORKATl8I10,E12.5> 
140 IF<NN.GT.OlGO TO 19 
141 READ<5,1>IUBC,IHGAP,ICYL,JFILH,NTAU,LTH,NTINF,IV,MTERM 
142 URITE<6,13liUBC,IHGAP,ICYL,JFILM,NTAU,LTH,NTINF,IV,HTERH 
143 READ(S,liSTAU,CPFAC,HRAT,SCRAHT 
144 URITE!6,1>STAU,CPFAC,HRAT,SCRAMT 
145 READ<S,l>D,ID,DU,ZH 
146 URITE!6,1lD,ID,DW,ZH 
147 READ<5,1lTFO,TFR,T1,TWI,TIN,TEFF 
148 URITE<6,1lTFG,TFR,Tl,TUI,TIN,TEFF 
149 READ<5,1lSHDOT,SPREDW 
150 URITE<6,1>SHDOT,SPREDU 
151 IFtNHE.LE.O> GO TO 2 
152 READ<S,l>THE,VHE,HPRES,DHE,IDH,HFAREA,HTAU 
153 URITE<6,1>THE,VHE,HPRES,DHE,IDH,HFAREA,HTAU 
154 C IF VHE .LT.O INPUT QUANTITY IS HASS FLOW RATE<GM/SEC> 
155 2 CONTINUE 
156 C TOL=CONVERGENCE CRITERION •••• RELATIVE ERROR=<Y-YTl/HAX<I,Y) .LE. TOL 
157 c 
158 C C<3>=HINIMUH DELTA TAU 
159 C Cl4l=START DELTA TAU 

160 C C<6>=MAXIMUH DELTA TAU 
161 IF<HH.GT.1lGO TO 19 
162 READ<5,1lTOL,C(3),C(4),C(6) 
163 YRITE<6,1)TOL,C<3>,C<4>,C<6> 
164 URITEt6,3000liOPTtNHE+1) 
165 3000 FORMAT!1X,'IS HELIUM CONVECTION INCLUDED? ',A6) 
166 URITE(6,3010)10PTN<IU~C+1) 

167 3010 FORMAT<1X,'ADIABATIC WALL BOUNDARY CONDITION? ',A6> 
168 URITE<6,3020liOPT<IHGAP+1) 
169. 3020 FORMAT<IX~'USE FUEL TO CLAD GAP COEFFICIENT=0.6 U/CK2-K? ',A6> 
170 URITE<6,3030)10PT<ICYL+1l 
171 3030 FORMAT<1X,'CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRYY ',A6) 
172 URITE<6,3040)IOPT<JFILM+1) 
173 3040 FORHAT<lX,'HDLTEN STEEL FILM FLOW? ',A6> 
174 IF<ICYL~EG.O>URITE<6,30SO>IOPT(JFILM+I) 
175 3050 FORHAT<IX,'PARALLEL PLATE HEAT TRANSFER? ',A6> 
176 IF!JFILM.GT.t>URITE!6,305SliOPT<JFILM-1) 
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177 
178 
179 
180 
1 a 1 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 

. 202 
203 
204 c 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
2i7 
228 
229 
230· 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 

3055 FORMATllX,'FLOU ALONG A VERTICAL FLAT PLATE HEAT TRANSFER? ',A6) 
IF<ICYL.EG.1.AND.ID.GT.O.>URITE<6,3060iiOPT<2> 

3060 FORMATC1X,'ANNULAR FLOU HEAT TRANSFER? ~,A6) 

IFCICYL.EQ.1.AND.ID.LE.O.>URITE<6,3065>IOPT<2> 
3065 FORMATC1X,'TUBE FLOU HEAT TRANSFER? ',A6) 

IF<LTH.LE.O>URITE<6,3070>IOPTN<LTH+1) 
3070 FORMAT<1X,'IS FLOU REGIME FOR NUSSELT NUMBER DETERMINED BY INTERNA 

&L REYNOLDS NUMBER CALCULATION? ',Ao) 
URITE<6,3080iiOPTN<LTH+2i 

3080 FDRMAT<1X,'IS FLOW REGIHE FOR NUSSELT NUMBER SPECIFIED AS LAMINAR? 
&' ,A6> 
URITE<6,3090iiOPTCNTINF+1) 

3090 FORMATC1X,'IS THE NUSSELT NUMBER AND BULK HOLTEN STEEL TEMPERATURE 
& CHANGED EACH TIME STEP? ',A6) 
URITE<6,3100ilOPTN<IV+1) 

3100 FORMAT<1X,'IS STEEL VELOCITY SPECIFIED BY INPUT MASS FLOU RATE? ' 
&A6) 

IFCSCRAMT.LE.O.>URITE<6,3110) IOPTCI) 
IF<SCRAHT.GT.O.>URITE<6,3110> IDPT<2> 

3110 FORMAT<1X,'IS GAI'II'IA HEATING IN .THE STEFL lNCI..liiiEll? ·' 1 A6) 
URITE (",I:)) 

12 FORMAT<IX,'*****END INPUT CHECK****',///) 
TOLl =TOL 
C3:=C(3) 
C4=C<4> 
C6:=C (6 > 

19 CONTINUE 
INITIAL CONDITIONS 

T3='Tl 
IF<TIN.LE.O.O>TIN=TLIQ 
LTINF=NTINF 
IF ILM=JF ILH 
IF<JFILH.E0.3>IFILK~1 

TINF .... TIN 
TW:::TWl 
'TAU=O.O 
TAUEND=O. 
FTAU=STAU -
IF<NN.Gl.O.AND.H'TAU.GT.O.O>FTAU=HTAU 
IND=2 
DO 9 1=1,9 

9 C!Il=O.O 
IF<NN.IH .O>WRiTE<6, 1005) 

1005 FORKAT<tX,~SOLIDIFIED STEEL LAYER BUILD-UP FROM HEAT 1RANS~lW 
XTO HELIUM FLOU') 

TOL=TOLI 
C<3>=C3 
ct4>=C4 
Cl6)=C6 
l'TER=O 

300 ITER=HEH+ 1 
.IF<l'TER.E0.2i5MDOT=SDENS<TINF>•VV*FAREA1 
1FliFILM.GE.1.AND.ICYL.EG.O>FILHT=<3.tDVISC<TINF>* 

XSMDOTI<SDENS<TINF)~SPREDU•GRAV))**lO.J333J 
RGAH=D/2. 
lF<IFILM.EO.l.AND.ICYL.ED.O>RGAM=FILMT 
IF<IFILM.E0.1.AND~ICYL.EG.1>CALL FILHTH<RGAM,SMDOT,FILMT> 
IF<IFILM.EQ.1.AND.NN.LE.O>URITE<b,7iFILMT 
TIME1=0. 
IF<ICYL.E0.0)FAREA1=D•SPREDY 
IF<ICYL.EO.O.AND.I~ILM.EQ.1)FAREA1=2.•FILMT*SPREDW 
IF<ICYL.EO.O.AND.IFILH.EO.J>FAREA1=FILKT*SPREDY 
IF<ICYL.E0.1lFAREA1=3.14159*<RGAM••2-.25•ID**2) 
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240 IF<IC~L.EG.1.AND.IFILM.EQ.1JF~REAI=3.14159*<RG~M**2-<RGAK-FILMTI** 
241 X2l 

· 242 IF<ICYL.EG.1.AND.IFILK.EQ.1JRGAM=FILMT 
243 RM=D*.5-FILMT 
244 ZV=ZH 
245 IFCIV.GT.O.AND.IFILK.EG.1lCALL VFILK<RGAM,VTERM> 
246 IFCIV.GT.O.AND.IFILM.EG.O>CALL VPLUGCRGAK,ID,VTERMi 
247 TIMEI=SGRTC2.*ZV/GRAV) 
248 VO=GRAV*TIME1 
249. VV=AMIN1CVD,VTERM> 
250 IFCVV.LT.VO>TIKEI=TIKEZ 
251 IF<ITER.EG.l >TIKE=TIME1 
252 IF<IV.LE.O>VKDOT1=SMDOT/(SDENS<TIN>•FAREA1> 
253 IF<IV.LE.OJVV=VKDOTI 
254 IF<IV.LE.O>TIME=ZV/VV 
255 TREF=<TINF+TWI>•0.5 
256 DGAMA=D 
257 IFCICYL.EQ.OJDGAKA=2.*D 
258 IFCIFILM.EQ.1JDGAHA=2.*FILM1 
259 IF<JFILM.E0.3>DGAMA=FILHT 
260 REG=RE<VV,DGAMA,TINFl 
261 NTINF=1 
262 c 
263 CALL IHCOF<LTH,VV,DGAKA,ID,NUSZJ 
264 C THIS H IS USED FOR TIME "TO TAU CONVERSION ONL~. IT IS A PART OF THE 
2~5 C THEORITICAL NON-DIKENSIONALIZATION OF THE TIME VARIABLE 
266 C THE FLUID TO SOLID HEAT TRANSFER 
267 C PROCESSES USE A TIME VARYING HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT BASED ON 
268 C CURRENT RE,NU,GAKA 
269 H=NUSZ*TCONDL<TINFl/CDGAMA> 
270 IF<ICYL.EG.1.AND.IFILM.EG.O.AND.ID.GT.O.>H=NUSZtTCONDL<TINFJ/ 
271 X<DGAMA-IDi 
272 IFCJFILM.EG.3lH=NUSZ*TCONDL<TINFl/ZH 
273 HTcH . 
274 URITEC6,1JREG,NUSZ,H,TINF,TIHE,VV 
275 IFCITER.EG.2lGO TO 310 
276 IFCIV.GT.O>GO TO 300 
277 310 IFCNN.LE.O>GO TO 175 
278 CALL HECOF<LTH,VHE,DHE,HPRES,IDH,NUSHJ 
279 CALL HEPROP<HPRES,VHE,DHE,HK,HVISC,HDENS,HPRAND,CPH> 
280 HD=DHE . 
281 JF!ICYL.EO.O>HD=2•DHE 

282 HHE=NUSH*HK/HD 
*YAIT-LAST INPUT IGNORED* 

283 IFCIFILM.EG.3>HHE=NUSH*HK/ZH 
284 IF<ICYL.EG.1.AND.IDH.GT.O.>HHE=NUSH•HK/CDHE-IDHl 

·295 URITEC6,1 JREH,NUSH,HHE 
286 175 CONTINUE 
2137 E 
288 FAREA=FAREA1 
289 T=<TMIN+TJl/2. 
290 TI=CTUI+TlNFl/2. 
291 IFCTWI.GE.TMINlTI=TUI 

·292 TSD=TIN-TMIN 
293 QG=O.O 
294 IF<SCRAHT.GT.O.O>DG=QSS<SCRAHT> 
295 lF(SCRAliT.GT.O.lWRITEC6,3120>GG 
296 3120 FORMATC1X,'STEEL GAMMA HEATING=',E12.6,'U/CM3'i 
297 TF=TFG+TFR*TIKE 
298 TF1=TF 
299 IF<SCRAKT.LE.O.O.AND.TFR.EO.O •• AND.TF.EG.TI>TI=Tl+10. 
300 THETA=<TI-TMIN>ITSD 
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304 
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307 
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309 
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311 
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325 
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329 
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331 
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334 
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337 
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340 
~41 

342 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
~50 
351 
352 
353 . 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 . 

RO=D*.5 
RI=RO+DU 

C DETERMINE GAP HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT CONSISTENT WITH SCORIA TEMPS 
IF!IUBC.EG.OlGO TO 70 

c 

IF!IHGAP.EG.1lHGAP=0.6 
IF ( IHGAP. EG. 0) HGAF'=HD"TOD<TF, "T3, TWl 
IF<IHGAP.EG.O.AND.ICYL.E0.1lHGAP=HGAPC<TF,T3,TUl 

70 HJ=TI 
TSL=<TU+TMINl~0.5 

DELTA=1.E-04 
IF<ICYL.NE.OlXI1=H*<D•.~-1 .E-O~l/TCONDSlTSLl 
)'(2)-DELTn 
IFliCYL.NE.OlY!2>=XI1 
Y!ll=THETA 
IF!NN.GT .0 >Y (1) =·-0. 1 
IF<ICYL.EQ.OlWRITE<6,4) 
IF ( ICY L. W. I ) WR I'T F. < it , 1 4) 

4 FORHAT<2X,~TAU',3X,~THETA~,4X,~DELTA',5X,'PSI',6X,'TlME',6X,'TF1', 
X6X,'TU',6X,'TINF',3X,'DELTA1',6X,'V',9X,'GAHA',6X,'MASS'l 

14 FORKAT<2X,'TAU',3X,'THETA',4X,' XI ',5X,'PSI~,6X,'TIHE',6X,'TF1', 
X6X,'TU',6X,'TINF',JX,'DELTA1',6X,'V',9X,'GAHA',6X,'MASS') 

7 FORMA.fi1X,'THE FILM THICUNESS lS ',E12.5) 

C BEGIN TRANSIENT 
c 

c 

DO 100 K:=l, N'I'AU 
IF<K.GT.JlGO TO 86 
TAUEND=FTAU•0.1+(FLOAT!Kl-1.)*FTAU 
IT=1 
GO TO 87 

as n=rr+·l 
TAUEND='TAUEi'iD+FTAU*O.l 
60 TO 87 

86 TAUEND=FLOAT(K)*flAU 
IT•10 

C CALCULATE NONDIMENSIONAL UALL TEMP AND SOLIDIFICATION FRONT 
87 CALL DVERK!N,FCN,TAU,Y,TAUEND,TOL,IND,C,NU,U,IER> 

c 
IF!NN.LE.O>GO TO 200 
HOH=HHE/HT 
CLAHDA=<iHE-THINl/TSD 
T~ETA=<HOH,CLA"DA)/tHOH-lPSI-2.)/Y(2)) 
GO TO 21Q 

200 THETA=Y ( 1) 
C CONVERT RESULTS TO DIMENSIONAL FORH 

210 TU=THETA*TSD+THIN 
C RESET lltu::s 

TIHEI =TitlE 
IF<IT.EQ.10)Tlt1E=FTAU*!TCONDS<T>IH>**2/ALPHAS<T>+TIME1 
TSL=!TU+TMIN>*0.5 
IF<ICYL.EQ.I>Y!2>=AMINI!Y(2>,XI1) 
IF<ICYL.EQ.O>DELTA=Y<2> 
IF(ICYL.E0.1>XI=Y<2> 
IF<IND.LT.O.OR;lER.GT.O>GO TO 20 
IF<ICYL.EG.OlDELTAI=DELTA•TCONDS<TSL>IH 
IF!ICYL.EG.OlGAHA=D-DELTA1•2. 
IF<ICYL.EQ.I)GAMA=XI*TCONDS<TSL>/H_ 
IF<ICYL.E0.1>DELTA1=D•.5-GAHA 
IF<IT.EG.9.AND.K.LE.J>GO TO 86 
IF<IT .LT .9.AND.K.LE.3>GO 'TO 85 
FTEST=<DELTAI+FILMT):t:2, 
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416 
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418 
419 
420 
421 
422 
423 

F1TEST=GAMA*.5-FILHT 
IFCIFIL~.EO.I.AND.ICYL.EQ.O.AND.FITEST.LE.O.>IFILM=2 

IFCFTEST.GE.D-ID .AND. ICYL.EO.I>IFILH=2 
· C SET UP FOR NEXT SOLIDIFICATION FRONT TIME STEP 

RGAH=GAMA 
IF<ICYL.EO.O.AND.IFILM.NE.I>RGAM=GAMA•0.5 
IFCIFILn.EG.t>RGAH=FILMT 

C TERMINATION CRITERION IF REGION PLUGGED ••• THEN STOP 
IF <GAMA.LE.ID•.S>GO TO 3 
DGAMA=2. *GAi'IA 
IFCIFILM.EO.t>DGAMA=2.•FILHT 
IFCJFILH.EG.3>DGAHA=FILMT 
REG=RECVV,DGAHA,TINF> 

NTINF=L llNF 
IF CNTINF. NE. O>CALL HTCOF < UH, VV ,DGAMA, ID, NUSZ> 
HT=NUSZ•TCONDLCTINF)/CDGAMA) 
IFCICYL.EG.l.AND.IFILH.EO.O.AND.ID.GT.O.)HT~NUSZ•TCONDLCTINF>I 

XCDGAHA-ID) 
IFCJFILI'I.EG.3>HT=NUSZ*TCONDLCTINF)/ZH 
TF 1 =TF 
TF=TFG+TFR*TliiE 
IFCICYL.E0.1>GO TO 88 

C SLAB GEOMETRY FLOW AREA 
FAREA=SPREDY*&AHA 
IFCIFILH.E0.1)FI\REA=2.•SPREDY*FILMT 
GO TO 89 

C CYLINDER GEOMETRY FLOY AREA 
88 FAREA=3.14159*CGAKA**2-.25*1D**2) 

IFCIFILM.EG.1>FAREA=3.14159•CGAHA**2-CGAMA-FILMT>**2) 
89 IFCIV.GT.O.AND.IFILM.EG.l>CALL VFILMCRGAM,VTERM> 

IFCIU.GT.O.AND.IFILM.NE.I>CALL VPLUGCRGAM,ID,VTERH> 
VV=AKINICVO,VTERH> 
IFCIV.LE.O>VV=VMDOTI 
IFCIV.LE.O.AND.IFILH.NE.2>GQ TO 90 

C MASS FLOU RATE FOR FRICTION LIMITED FLOW OR FOR MASS LIMITED FLOW 
C UHEN FILM FILLS CHANNEL 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

c 

ROVA=SDENSCTINF>•VV•FAREA 
HASS=i'IASS+O.S•CTIME-TIKE1 >=HROVA+ROVAI) 
ROVA1=ROVA 
GO TO 95 

90 MASS=MASS+SHDDT•<TlHE-TIM~t> 
ROVAI=SMDOT 

95 CONllNUE 

GAHA2=GAIIA/2. 
IF< Hn .EQ.O) 

XWRITEC6,5>TAU,THETA,DELTA,PSI,TlME,TFI ,TW,TINF,DELTAI,VV, 
XGAI1A2,i'IASS 

IF<lCH.NE.O> 
XURITEC6,5>TAU,THETA,XI,PSI,TIHE,TF1,TU,TINF,DELTA1,VV, 
XGAtiA,MASS 

URITECLOUT,t>TIME,DELTAt,ZH 

IF<HASS.GE.NTERM>GO TO 1000 

IFCDELTAI.LT.1.E-05>GO TO 1000 
tOO CONTINUE 

C END TJ;:ANSIENT 
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424 c 
425 5 FORMAT<F6.2,4F9.4,3F9.1,F9.4,F9.t ,E12.5,F10.1> 
426 GO TO 1000 
427 3 TIME=FTAU*<TCONDS<Tl/Hl**2/ALPHAS<T>+TIME1 
428 YRITE<6,6lTIHE 
429 6 FORHAT(/I,'********THE ALLOCATED SPACING HAS DLDCKED AT THIS AXIAL LOCAl 
430 X LOCATION********',F10.4) 
431 GO TO 1000 
432 C ERROR OUTPUT 
433 20 URITE<6,2000) 
434 2000 FORMAT<tX,~ERROR OUTPUT'> 
435 URITE<6, I liND, IEr<, TOL,N,W,Yl 1), Y<2), TAUEHD 
436 IH<ITE(6,1)(C(I>,l=t,24) 
437 GO TO 1000 
438 END 

SUBROUTINE FCN<N,TAU,Y,YPRIKE> 

2 REAL KOH,KDH2,KOH2A 
3 DIMENSION Y<Nl,YPRIHE<N> 
4 COHHON/VAR/D,T1NF,TAUEND,RE6,PSI,DU,H,T,HRAT,VO,TIHEZ,HT, 
5 XTIME1,TFR,TF,TF1,TFG,T3,T31,TlN,VMDOT1,FAREA,FAREA1,ZV,ZH, 
6 XCPFAC,GG,HGAP,TSL,TEFF,TREF,Xl1,1U~C,lHGAP,lCYL,lFILH,JFILH 
7 COHHON/HEHT/NN,NHE,THE,HHE,REH,HFAREA 
8 C PROPERTIES FUNCTIONS 
9 C KaUATT/CM-K 

10 c 
11 C CPS=CAL/MOLE K VISC=GM/CK SEC 
12 C. ALPHS=CM2/SEC HSL=CAL/KOLE 
13 TCONDL<TT>=I.241E-01+3.279E-05*TT 
14 TCONDS<TT>=9.248E-02+1.571E-04•TT 
15 ALPHAS<TT)=2.578E-02+3.265E-05*TT-3.3138E-09*TT**2 

· 16 ALPHAM<TT>=2.686E-02-4.1812E-07*TT+2.5BOE-09*TT**2 
17 CPS<TT>=<6.181+1.788E-03*TT> 
1 8 SDENS < n >:: < ~. n3+J. 9J.u-o:snT -1. ao1 E-ONTTt, .. :2 > tAINH TT 117Jo. > + 
19 X (1.0-AINT<TT/1730.))*(7.272-0.3IO•<TT-1670l/60.) . 
20 VOLM<TT>=SSHU/SDENS<TT> 
21 SVISC<TT>=7.6987/(324.019*<VOLM<TT>-7.6987>> 
22 DVISCITT>=SVISC<TT)/SDENS<TT) 
23 ALPHAR<TJ);ALPHASCTT)/ALPHAHCTT> 
24 SSHU=56.34 
25 TSOL=1700. 
2~ TMIN=1670. 
27 TSD=TIN-TMIN 
20 HSL~3610.*HRAT 
29 C NON DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS FOR STEEL ON UALL CALCULATION 
30 DETA=2.*HSL/(CPS<TSL>*TSD) 
31 UD=DU*HT/TCONDS<T> 
32 F=<TINF-THINl/TSD 
33 DD=-DETA+Y<2>*F 
34 DD2=BD**2 
35 KOH=TCONDS<TSL)/HT 
36 KOH2=KOH**2 
37 KOH2A=KOH2/ALPHAS<TSL> 
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38 ROP=D/12.•KDH> 
39 SLOGR=XLOGCYC2l,ROPi 
40 RO=D/2. 
41 RI=RO+DW 
42 IFIICYL.E9.1>F=ABS<F*SLOGR> 
43 RAT=ALOGIRI/RO> 
44 IFIHGAP.GT.G.lHOH=HT/HGAP 
45 IFIIUBC.EO.O)HOH=O. 
46 RR2=RI*•2-R0**2 
47 RPRIME=HGAP*RAT+lCOHDSITSL>!Rl 
48 R2=HGAP=~RR2/ 2. +I'<I*TCONIIS IT SU 
49 HR=HGAP/RPRIHE 
50 RL=RR2/2. 
51 RB=0.5~~I**2*RAT-RL/2. 
52 DTFDT=TFR/lSD 
53 CLAMDA=ITF-TMIN>JTSD 
54 C UT<ITE<6, 1000>RO,RDF',SLOGR,RAT ,RR2,DTFIIT 
55 C URITEC6,1000>RPRIME,R2,RL,RB,HR,CLAMIIA 
56 CtOOO FORMAT< > 
57 DLAHDT=TFR:t<KOH2A/"TSD 
58 UDENOH=1./CWD+2.•HOHl 
59 IWAH=KOH•OG/ I HT:t<TSD l 
60 S=GGAM-WD•WDENOM:t<DLAMDT 
61 C NON DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS FOR STEEL ON HELIUM CALCULATION 
62 IFINN.LE.O>GO TO 5 
63 HOH=HHE/HT 
64 CLAHDA=<THE-TMINl/TSD 
65 Y<tl=CHOH*CLAMDAl/(HOH-IPSI-2.)/Y(2)) 
66 5 IFilCYL.EG.1lGO TO 10 
67 TEST=BD2-4.:t<BETAtYI1l 
68 PSI=<-BD-SQRT<TESl))/(2.*YI1l) 
69 C DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
70 C YPRIME<l>=RATE OF CHANGE OF CLAD SURFACE TEMP OR DUCT SURFACE TEMP <THETA> 
71 C YPRIMEC2l=RATE OF CHANGE OF SOLIDIFIED STEEL CRUST THICKNESS <DELTA> 
72 C AND OF RADIUS TO CRUST BOUNDARY IN CYLINDER <XI> 
73 C DELTA <CRUST THICKNESS> FOR. SLAB 
74 YPRIHEC2l=C-.5/BETA>•<Y<1>*CPSI>JYC2l+F> 
75 C DELTA <RADIUS TO CRUST FROM PIPE CENTER> FOR CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY 
76 GO TO 20 
77 10 BETASF=IBETA-YC2l*F>**2 
78 IF(YC1>.GT.O.>Y<1>=0. 
79 BARG=BETASF-4.*BETA•Y<1> 
80 YPRIMEC2l=ABSC1.0/SLOGR)t(f/BETA+1.0/YC2>-SGRTCBARGl/CBETA*Y<2>>> 
81 TEST=YC2l•F+BETA 
82 IF<Y<t>.GE.O.>GO TO 19 
83 PSI=<TEST-4.•Y<1l-SQRT<TEST**2-4.:t<BETA•Y<1>ll/C-2.*Y<1>> 
84 GO TO 20 
85 19 PSl~t.OO 
86 20 CONTINUE 
87 YPRIHEC1l=1.0 
88 IF<NN.GT.OlRETURN 
Q9 C THETA IUALL TEMPERATURE> FOR SLAB 
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90 C VARYING HEAT FLUX BOUNDARY CONDITION SOLUTION FOR WALL TEMPERATURE 

91 lFIICYL.EG.O.AND.IUBC.GT.OJYPRIMEI1l=12.•WDENOM/UDl•tCLAMDA-Yil))+ 
92 XI2.*UDENOM•<UD+HOHl/UDl*YI1)*1PSI-2.l/Yl2l+S 
93 CCADIABATIC UALL TEMPERATURE SOLUTION FOR SLAB 
94 IFIICYL.EG.O.AND.IUBC.EO.O>YPRIMEI1l=Y<1>•<PSI-2.J/IUD•Yt2l)+QGAM 
95 cc 
96 C THETA FOR CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY 
97 IFIICYL.EG.llYPRIMEill=I1.0/I-HR*RB+RL>>*<-DTFDT•HR•RB+ 
98 X KOH2•<HR*lCLAMDA-Yt1ll+Yltl•PSI/SLOGR+IOG/(2.•TCONDSITSL)*TSDl>• 
99 X IR2/RPRIME-R0**2))) 

100 YPRIMEI1l=YPRIMEl1)/CPFAC 
101 C URITEt6,1>PSI,Yttl,YI2l,YPRIMEt1l,YPRIMEI2J 
102 C FORMATI10E13.5,/) 
t03 RETURN 
104 END 

1 SUBROUTINE HTCOFILTH,VV,GAMA,ID,NUSZ> 
2 REAL LN2,LAMDAT,NUSZ,LN2C,ID 
3 COMMON/VAR/D,TINF,TAUEND,REG,PSI,DU,H,T,HRAT,VO,TIMEZ,HT, 
4 XTIME1,TFR,TF,TF1,TFG,T3,T31,TIN,VHDOT1,FAREA,FAREA1tZV,ZH, 
5 XCPFAC,OG,HGAP,TSL,TEFF,TREF,XI1,IUBC,IHGAP,ICYL,lFILM,JFILM 
6 COMMON/HEHT/NN,NHE,THE,HHE,REH,HFAREA 
7 DOUBLE PRECISION E,EE,SUMD,SUMN 
8 DIMENSION GNt3l,LN~I3l,GNC<~l,LN2C(5) 
9 DATA GN/1.717,1.139,.952/ 

10 DATA LN2/1S.09,171.3,498./ 
11 DATA GNC/.749,.544,.463,.414,.382/ 
12 DATA LN2C/7.312,44.62,113.8,215.2,348.S/ 
13 TCONDLITTl=1.241E-01+3.279E-OS•TT 
14 TCONDSITT>=9.248E-02+1.571E-04•TT 
15 CPSCTT>=<6.181+1.788E-03•TT> 
16 SDENSCTTl=I7.433+3.934E-05*TT-1.801E-07*TT••2>*AINTCTT/1730.)+ 
17 X C1.0-AINTITT/1730.ll*I7.272-0.310*1TT-1670l/60.> 
18 VOLM<TTl=SSMU/SDENSITT> 
19 SVISCITTl=7.6987/1324.019•CVOLMITTl-7.6987l) 
20 DVISC<TTl~SVISCITTl/SDENSITT> 

21 ALPHAHITTl=2.686E-02-4.1812E-07•TT+2.580E-09*TT••2 
12 PRCTT>=DVISCCTTl/ALPHAM<TT> 
23 TMIN=1670. 
24 TSOL=1700. 
25 TLI0=1730. 
26 SSMU=S6.34 
27 HSL~3610.•4.19/SSMW 
28 CPM=10.37•4.19/SSMW 
29 C HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT 
30 C IF LTH .LT.O USE LAMINAR H 
31 C IF LTH .GT. 0 USE TURBULENT H 
32 C LIMITING NUSSELT NUMBER=7.5407 FOR FULLY DEVELOPED LAMINAR FLOU. 
33 C BETUEEN PARALLEL PLATES 
34 C IF LTH .EO. 0 CHOOSE H BASED ·ON'REYNOLDS NUMBER 
35 lF(JFILH.EG.3lGO TO 200 
36 IFIICYL.EG.llGO 10 100 
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C SLAB GEOMETRY HEA'T TRANSFER FOR FLOU BETWEEN PARALLEL PLA'TES 
C TURBULENT FLOU IN PARALLEL PLATES ASSUMED SAHE AS TURB FLOU IN TUBE 
C USES DITTUS-BOELTER EQUATION 

IF<LTHl9,10,111 
10 IF<REG.GT.2300.lGO TO 111 
9 SUMN=O. 

SUHD=O. 
XPLUS=<ZH/G~MAl/!REG~PR<TINFll 
XARG=XPLUS*LN2!1l 
IF<XAR~.GE.38.lGO TO 35 
DO 30 I=l ,3 
E=EXP<-LN2(l)*XPLUSl*0.1D+Ol 
SUMN=SUMN+GN<I>*E 
SUMD=SUMD+GN<I>•E/LN2<I> 

30 CONTINUE 
NUSZ=SUMN/(2.*SUMD> 
GO TO 40 

35 NUSZ=7.5407 
GO TO 40 

C BULK TEMPERATURE FOR LAMINAR FLOW 
40 TINF=<TIN-TEFfl:t:B.*SUMD+TEFF 

GO TO 12 
C TURBULENT F(OW NUSSELT NUMBER. ASSUMED VALID FOR ALL GEOMETRIES. . . 

111 NUSZ=.023*REG**0.8*PR<TINFl**0.4 
c 
C BULK TEMPERATURE CALCULATION FOR TURBULE~T FLOU 

50 LAMDAT=NUSZ•TCONDL<TINFl/CSDENS<TINFl*CF'M:t:GAHA**2*VV> 

IF<IFILH.E0.1lLAMDAT=LAHDAT:t:GAMA/ZH 
EE=EXP<-LAMDAT*ZH>•O.lD+OI 
TINF=TEFF* < 1. ·-EEl :t:O .1 D+01 + TIN:t:EE 

12 CONTINUE 
IF<TINF.LT.TLIQ)HRAT=I .-CF'M*lTLIO-TINFl/HSL 
IF<HRAT.LT.O.>HRAT=I.E-04 
IF<TINF.LT.TLIGlTINF=lHIN+HRAT*<TLIG-TMINl 
IF<TINF.LT.TLIQ.AND.NN.LE.O> URITE<6,300lTINF,HRAT 
RETURN 

C TUBE FLOU LIQUID HEAT TRANSFER 
100 CONTINUE 

IF<ID.GT.O.lGO TO 400 
IFlLTHl109,110~111 

110 IFlREG.GT .2300.)G0 TO 111 
109 SUHN=O. 

SUMI/=0. 
XPLUS=<ZH/GAMAl/lREG:t:PRlTINF>> 
XARG=XPLUS•LN2C(1) 
IF<XARG.GT .38.lGO TO 135 
D01301=1,5 
E=EXPC-LN2CCll*XPLUS:t:0.1D+Oil 
SUMN=SUMN+GNC(I)*E 
SUHD=SUHD+GNCll):t:E/LN2Clll 

130 CONTINUE 
NUSZ=SUMN/(2.•SUHD> 
GO TO 140 

135 NUSZ=J.656 
140 TINF=<TIN-TEFF>:t:B.*SUMD+TEFF 

IF<TINF.LT.TLIG>HRAT=1.-CPH:t:(lLIG-TINF)/HSL 
IF<HRAT.LT.O.>HRAT=1.E-04 
IF<TINF.LT.TLIQ>TINF=TMIN+HRAT:t:!TLIG~TMIN> 
IF UINF .LT. TLIO.AND.NN.LE. O> WRITE<6,300 >TINF ,HRAT 
RETURN . 
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97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
i02 
103 
104 
105 . 
106 
107 
108 
109 
11 0 
111 
1 1 2 
113 
11 4 
1 1 ~ 
116 
11 i 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
lJO 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

C FLOU OVER FLAT PLATE FOR FILM FLOU IN SLAB GEOMETRY 
200 CONTINUE 

REX=VV*ZH/DVISC<TINF> 
IF<LTHl209,210,211 

C LAMINAR FLOU OVER FLAT PLATE <FROM E.D.H.l 
210 IF<REX.GT.5.E+05lGO TO 211 
209 NUSZ=.332•REX•*<0.5l*PRITINF>*•<.33> 

GO lO 50 
C TURBULENT FLOW OVER FLAT PLATE <FROM E.D.tl.l 

211 NUSZ=REX**(0.8l•PR<TINFl**(0.6)*0.0296 
GO TO 50 

300 FORMAT<1X,~THE BULK SlEEL TEHP HAS BEEN CALCULATED TO BE LESS THAN 
X THE LIQUIDUS PRIOR TO ARRIVING AT THIS AXIAL LOCATION',/,' THE CA 
XLCULATED TINF=',F8.1,/,'THE FRACTION OF HEAT OF FUSION HAS BEEN 
XREDUCED ••• HRAT=',F8.4) 

400 CONTINUE 
C LAMINAR FLOU IN CYLINDRICAL ANNULUS- TDUTER=TMIN,INNER SURFACE INSULATED 
C ASSUME RI/R0=0.5. DATA FROH HANDBOOK OF HEAT TRANSFEH 
C ASSUME XBAR BETUEEN .0005 AND .001 

TIF=rr-Trr 
REDE~DE~VV/VVlSC<IlNFl 

IF<REDE.GT .2300.lREG=REDE 
IF<REDE.GT.2300.lGO TO 111 
XBAR=ZH/lDE•REDE•PR<TINFll 
THETAB=.029+.016*(XBAR-.0005l/.0005 
PHIB=14.2-3.1*(XBAR-.0005)/.0005 
IF<XBAR.GT •• 001lTHETAB=.045 
IF<XBAR.LT •. 0005llHETAB=.029 
IF<XBAR.GT •• 001 >PHI:B=·11.1 
IFIXBAR.LT.0.0005lPHIB=14.2 
TINF=TIN-<TIN-TEFF>•THETAB 
NUSZ=PHIB/11.-THETAB> 
GO TO 12 
ENb 

SUJII~OUT INE VF ILMIRGAMA, VTERH l 
COMMON/VAR/D,TINF,TAUEND,REG,PSI,DW,H,T,HRAT,VO,TltiEZ,HT, 

XT1ME1,TFR,TF,TF1,TFO~TJ,TJ1,TlN,VMDOT1,FAREA,FAREA1,ZV,ZH, 
XCPFAC,OG,HGAP,TSL,TEFF,TREF,XI1,IUBC,IHGAP,ICYL,IFILH,JFILH 

REAL LAi1DA,KAPPA2 
SDENSCTT>=C7.433+3.934E-OS*TT-1.801E-07•TT**2l*AINT<TT/17J0,)+ 

X (1.0-AINT<TT/1730.>>*17.272-0.310•<TT-1670l/60.l 
VOLMCTT>=SSHW/SDEMS<TT> 
SVISClTT):7.6987/C324.019*1VOLHITT>-7.6987>l 
DVISCCTT>=SVISCCTT>ISDENSITT> 
SSMU=56.34 
GRAV=9BO. 
PIE:=3.14159 
G=GRAV*IRGAMA>**2/(2.*DVISCITINF>> 
RM=D*.5-RGAMA 
IF<ICYL.E0.1.AND.IFILH.EQ.1)CALL VKAPlRM,KAPPA2,BIGG) 
IFITAUEND.GT.O.>GO TO 800 
URITEI6,1>BIGG,KAPPA2 

C CALCULATE TIME AT ZV 
TIML0=1 .E·-05 
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2i TIMHI=JOOOO. 
22 TIHEZ=TIHHI 
23 ITER=O 
24 GO 10 500 
25 400 CONTINUE 
26 IF<VINT.LT.O.>GO TO 410 
27 TIMEZ=<TIHEI+TIMHI)/2. 
28 TIHLO=TIHEI 
29 GO TO 420 
30 410 TIHEZ=<TIHEI+TIKL0)/2. 
31 TIHHI=TIHEI 
32 420 ITER=ITER+1 
33 IF<ITER.G1.500)60 10 700 
34 500 CONTINUE 
35 SUH=O. 
36 IF<ICYL.EQ.I.AND.IFILM.EO.IlGO TO 650 
37 C FLOU BETUEEN PARALLEL. PLATES 
38 DO 600 NN=1,100 
39 SUMI=SUH 
40 N=2•NN-1 
41 ENPI=N*PIE 
42 ENPI2=<ENPI>•*2 
43 ENPIJ=ENPI•*3 
44 ARG=I.+8./ENPI2 
45 EARG=EXP< ·-ENF'I2:t:DVISC < TINF > tTIMEZ/ < < 2. •RGAMA> *:t:2) > 
46 SUH=SUH+ARGtSIN<ENPII2>*0.1D+01*(1.-EARG>IENP13 
47 TEST=ABS(SUMI-SUH> 
48 IF<TEST.LE.I.E-07)60 TO 650 
49 600 CONTINUE 
50 GO TO 750 
51 650 IF<ICYL.EO.O>ARHS=G•<1IHEZ-8.:t:lRGAHA>**2*SUM/DVISC<TINF>> 
52 IF<ICYL.E9.1.AND.IFILH.EO.I>ARHS=BIGG$<TIMEZ+<EXP<-KAPPA2* 
53 XDVISC<TINF>*TIHEZ>-1.0)/(KAPPA2•DVISC<TINF>>> 
54 IF<ARHS.LE.O.>ARHS=O. 
55 ALHS=ZV 
56 VINT=ALHS-ARHS 
57 TEST=ABS<VINT> 
58 TIHEI=TIHEZ. 
59 IF<TEST.G"L0.001>GO TO 400 
60 GO TO 800 
61 700 URI1E<6,6)1TER,SUM,TEST,ALHS,ARHS,TIMEZ~RGAMA,G 
62 STOP 
63 750 URITE<6,6>SUH,TEST 
64 6 FORH~T<1X,'VSTART CALCULATION DID NOT CONVERGE',IX,I5,7E12.4) 
65 STOP 
66 800 CONTINUE 
67 IF<ICYL.EO.I.AND.IFILM.E0.1>GO TO 980 
68 C FLOU BETUEEN PARALLEL PLATES 
69 SUH1=0. 
70 DO 900 N~t,20,2 
71 ENPI=N•PIE . 
72 ENPI2=<N•PIE>**2 
73 LAHDA;DVISC<TIN~>*TIHEZ/((2.:t:RGAMA>**2) 
74 ARGS1=(1.+8./ENPI2>•EXP<-ENPI2*LAMDA>JENPI•SINlENPI/2) 
75 SUH1=SUHI+ARGS1 
76 900 CONTINUE 
77 VTERHgG•<1.-2.•SUH1) 
78 GO TO 1000 
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... 

79 C FILM FLOU IN TUBES 
80 980 VTERH=BIGG•<1.-EXP<-KAPPA2*DVISC<TINFl*TIHEZll 
81 950 REYT=VTERM•2.•RGAMA/DVISCCTINF> 
82 IF<REYT.LE.2300>GO 10 1000 
83 C ESTIMATE FANNING FRICTION FACTOR=.005 
84 VTERM=SQRTC2~•GRAV•ZV/.005> 
85 1000 IFCTAUEND.LE.O.lWRITEt6,1l VTERM,TIMEZ 
86 I FORMAT ( 
87 RETURN 
88 END 

t 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

to 
1 t 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 

SUBROUTINE VPLUG<RGAMA,ID,VTERH) 
REAL ID 
COMMON/VAR/D,TIHF,TAUEND,kEU,~Sl,DW,H,T,HRAT,VO,TI~EZ,HT, 

XTHIE1, TFR,TF, TFI ;TFG, 13, HI, l!N,VMDOT1 ,FAREA,i='AREA1 ,ZV,ZH, 
XCPFAC,GG,HGAP,TSL,TEFF,TREF,XI1,l~BC,IHGAP,ICYl,IFILM,JFILM 

SbENS<TT>~<7.433+3.934E-05*TT-1.80tE~07*TT•~2>•AINTtT"f/1730.) 

X Ct.O-AINTCTT/t730.))*(7.272-0.3tO•CTT-t670l/60.) 
VOLMCTT>=SSM~/SDENSCTT> 
SVISCCTT>=7.6987/C324.019*CVOLMCTT>-7.6987)) 
DVISCCTT>=SVISCCTTl/SDENSCTT> 
SSI'\~=56.34 

GRAV=980. 
C FRICTION LIMITED FLOW IN TUBES AND ANNULI 
C MOODY FRICTION FACTOR CORRELATIONS FOR SMOOTH ~UBES 
C REFERENCE HANDBOOK OF HEAT TRANSFER 

IFCICYL.EO.O>GO TO 200 
DT:RGAHA•2. 
IFCID.GT.O.O>GO TO 100 

C TUBE FLO~ 
C LAMINAR 

VTEHM=DT:t:t2•GRAVJ( 32. •DVI SCC TINF >) 
REYT=VTERH•DT/DVISC<TINFl 
IFCREYT.LE.2300.>RETURN 

C TURDULENT 
FACT=SQRTC2.:tcDT•GRAV> 
VTEkft=FACT*C-.8+.87:tcALOGCFACT*DT/DVISCCTINFl>l 
RETURN 

I 00 CONTINUE 
C ANNULAR FLOU 
C LAMINAR 

DE:::[IT~ID 

VTERM=DE**2:tc6RAV/C47.66*DVISCCTINF>l 
REYT=VTERM•DE/DVISCCTINF> 
IF<REYT.LE.2300.lRETURN 

C TURBULENT 
150 FACT=SQRT ( 1.818:tcDE:tc6RAVl 

VTERH=FACT*<-.8+.87•ALOGCFACT*DE/DVISCCTINF>>> 

Tl KEZ=ZV/VTERtt 
RETURN 

C FLOW BETWEEN PARALLEL PLATES 
C LAMINAR 

200 CONTINUE 
ITER==O 
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44 DE;4.*RGAMA 
45 ALHS=DE**2•6RAV*.5/DVISC<TINF> 
46 REGV=REG 
47 IF<REG.LE.O.>RESV=2300. 
48 VH=REGV*DVISC<TINF>IDE 
49 XBAR=ZVI<REGV*DE) 
50· ARHS=FRELP<XBAR>•VK 
51 IF<ALHS.GT.ARHS>GO TO 150 
52 VTERH=VM•ALHS/ARHS 
53 250 REYT =VTERM•D.E/DVISC< TINF > 
54 XBAR=ZV/lREYT•DE> 
55 ARHS=FRELP<XBAR>*VTERM 
56 TEST=ABS<ALHS-ARHS> 
57 IF<TEST.LT.l.E-03>RETURN 
58 ITER=llER+l 
59 VTERK=VTERK*ALHS/ARHS 
60 TIMEZ=ZV/VTERM 
61 IF<ITER.GT.500>GO TO 20 
62 GO TO 250 
63 20 IF<TAUEND.LE.O.)YRITE<6,30>VTERK,TEST,XBAR,REYT 
64 30 FORMAT<2X,'THE LAMINAR PARALLEL PLATE VELOCITY CALCULATION DID 
65 XNOT CONVERGE',4E12.5) 
66 STOP 
67 END 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

SUBROUTINE VKAP<RK,Kt,BG> 

REAL Kt,K1L,K1H,JO,J1 
· COHMON/VAR/D,TINF,TAUEND,REG,PSI,DU,H,T,HRAT,VO,TlKEZ,HT, 

XTIKE1,TFR,TF,TF1,TFO,T3,T31,TIN,VMDOT1,FAREA,FAREAI ,ZV,ZH, 
XCPFAC,OG,HGAP,TSL,TEFF,TREF,XI1,IUBC,IHGAP,ICYL,IFILK,JFILK 

SDENS<TT>=<7.433+3.934E-05•TT-I.BOIE-07*TT**2>*AINT<TT/1730.) 

X t1.0-AINT<TT/1730.))•(7.272-0.310•<TT-16/0J/60.J 
VOLM<TT>=SSHIJ/SDENS<TT> 
SVISC<TT>=7.6987/(324.019•<VOLMCTT>-7.6987)) 
DVISC<TT>=SVISC<TT>ISDENS<TT> 
SSMIJ=56.34 
DIMENSION BJ<2>,BY<2> 
R=.5*D 
GRAV=980. 
DELT:=R·-RK 
IF<bELT.GT.;OJ>GD TO. 10 
KI=215.2542•EXP<-34.13115•DELT> 
KIL=KI-50. 
K1 H=KI+SO. 
GO TO 50 

10 IFCDELT.GE.O.t>GO TO 20 
K1=109.3747*EXP(-18.9004*DELT> 
K1L=K1-15. 
KIH=K1+40. 
GO TO 50 
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26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
3~ 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 

. 56 
5? 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 

64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

R ZE 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 

LED 
75 
76 
77 
78 

20 IF<DELT.GT.2.)60 TO 30 
K1=28.456*EXP<-4.5654•DELT> 
Kll=K!-10. 
1<1H=I<1+10. 
GO TO 50 

30 H1L=O. 
K1H=l5. 

SO IF<K1L.LT.O.>H1L=1.E-04 
K1=K1L 
ITEI~=O.O 

90 ARGL==K 1 •I< 
AI<GR=I<1 *RM 
CALL BESY<ARGL,0.,0,9J,BY> 
JO=BJ(1) 
YO=BY<l> 
CALL BESY<ARGR,0.,1,BJ,BY) 
J1-JlJ(2) 
n =:en~) 
ALHS=JO:f'f1 
ARHS=J1 :t:YO 
TEST=ABS<ABS<ALHS>-ABS<ARHS>> 
IF<ALHS.LT.O •• AND.ARHS.GT.O.>TEST=ABS<ARHS-ALHS> 
IF<ARHS.LT.O •• AND.ALHS.GT.O.>TEST=ABS<ALHS-ARHS> 
IF<TEST.LT .1.E-04>GO TO 100 
TEST1=(K1H-K1L)/K1 
IF<TEST1.L"T.1.E-04)G0 TO 100 
IF<ITER.GT.200>GO TO 110 
lf(ALHS.GT.ARHS>GO TO 60 
K1L=K1 
K1=<KH-K1H>•.S 
ITER=IHR+1 
GO "TO 90 

60 CONTINUE 
1<1H=K1 
K I= ( K I tK I U'. 5 
IHR.,ITER+1 
GO "TO 90 

100· BG=<GRAV•.25/tDVISCtTINF>•<R••2-RM**2>>>•<DELT•*2*<R**2-RH**2) 

X1.33333*DELT••3*RH-.5•DELT••4+RH••2•<4.•RM•R-3.•RM••2-R**2+2. 
X~RM••2•ALDO<RH/R))) 

IF<BG.LE.O.O>URITE<6,115> 
IF<IIG.LE.O.O)JIG=l.OE-04 

115 FORHAT<' THE VELOCITY COEFFICIENT IS CALCULATED TO BE VERY NEA 

XRO OR NEGATIVE OUING TO A VERY GHALL riLH HIICI<NESS') 
K 1 =K 1 U2 
RETURN 

110 URITE<6,111> ITER 
URITE<6, 112>R,Rti,DEL T ,K1 ,K1l,K1H,JO, YO,Jl ,'11 

111 FORHAT<' THE VELOCITY EIGENVALUE CALCUlATION FOR FILII FLOU FAI 

X TO CONVERGE AFTER',I5,'1TERATIONS~> 
112 FORHAT< ) 

STOP 
END · 
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1 
2 
'3 
4 
5 
6 

FUNCTION XLOG<Y2,RR> 
XLOG=-l.E+OB 
IFlY2.GT.0.01XLOG=ALOGlY2/RR> 

1FlXLOG.GE.O>XLOG=-1.E-06 
RETURN 

END 

DRMIKE•STEFINSli>.FILKTH 

+ 

1 SUBROUTINE FILKTHlRGAMA,SMDOT,FlLMT) 
2 COMHON/VAR/D,TINF,TAUEND,REG,PSI,DV,H,T,HRAT,VO,TlMEZ,HT, 
'3 XTIMEI,TFR,TF,TFI,TFG,T'3,T31,TIN,VHDOTI,FAREA,FAREA1,ZV,ZH, 
4 XCPFAC,GG,HGAP,TSL,TEFF,TREF,XII,IYBC,lHGAP,lCYL,lFILM,JFILK 
5 SDENSlTT)=(7.433+3.934E-05•TT-1.801E-07•TT•*2>*AINT<TT/1730.) 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
II 

. 12 ' 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
1 8 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 

35 

X l1.0-AINTlll/1730.))*(7.272-0.310*lTT-1670)/60.> 
VOLKlTT>=SSKU/SDENSlTT> 
SVISClTT>=7.6987/(324.019*lVOLHlTT>-7.6987)) 
DVISClTT>=SVISClTT>ISDENSlTT> 
SSMY=56.34 
GRAV=980. 
RMLO=O. 
Ri'IHI=RGAMA 
RM=RKLO 
l"TER=O 
GO TO BOO 

850 lFlRTEST.GT,O.>GO TO 870 
RH=lRtti+RHHl)/2. 
Ri'ILO=RH1 
GO TO 880 

870 RM=lRH1+RHL0)/2. 
RMHl=RMI 

880 llER=ITER+I 
IFllTER.G1.500>RETURN 

~00 ARHS=RGAKA**2 
IFlRM.GT.O.>ARHS=RGAKA**2-RM**2+2•RM•*2*ALOGlRM/RGAHA> 
ALHS=4.•DVISClTINF>•SHDOT/lGRAU*SDENSlTINF>•3.14159* 

XlRGAHA**2-RH••2>> 
RTEST=ALHS-ARHS 
RHI=RH 
TEST=ABSlR"TEST > 
1FlTEST.GT •• 0001> GO TO 850 
FILMT=RGAMA-RK 
RE'TURN 

END 
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I 
- 2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
a 
9 

tO 
1 i 
12 
13 . 
I 4 
15 
16 
17 
18 

" 20 
21 

c 
c 
c 
c 

FUNCTION FRELPCXBAR> 
XX=Xl:IAR 
IF<XX.LE •. OOOI26)FRELP=168.4 
IF<XX.GT •• 000126.AND.XX.LE •• 000282>FRELP=88.89 
IF<XX.GT •• 000282.AND.XX.LE •• 00052>FRELP=73.14 
IF<XX.GT •• 00052.AND.XX.LE •• 00114>FRELP=57.60 
IF<XX.GT •• 00114.AND.XX.LE •• 00209>FRELP=42.63 
IF<XX.GT •• 00209.AND.XX.LE •• 00299>FRELP=35.73 
IF<XX.GT~.00299.AND.XX.LE •• 00393>FRELP=32.60 
IF<XX.GT •• 00393.AND.XX.LE •• 00489)FRELP=29.78 
IF<XX.GT •• 00489.AND.XX.LE •. 00~48)FRELP~28.76 
IF<XX.GT •• 00548.AND.XX.LE •• 00605~>FRELP=27.83 
IF<XX~GT •• 006055.AND.XX.LE •• 006885>FRELP=26.97 
IF<XX.GT •• 006885.AND.XX.LE •• 00789>FRELP=26.21 
IF<XX.GT •• 00789>FRELP=26. 
IF<XX.GT •• 00789>URITE<6,10) 

10 FORMAT<IX,'THE DIMENSIONLESS DISTANCE IS GREATER 
XTHAN .00789 AND IS OUT OF RANGE FOR THE FRICTION FACTOR 
XCORREL~TION FOR FLOW D[TW[[N PARALLEL PLATESt) 

RETURN 
END 

1 SUI:IF<OUTINE HECOF<LTH,VHE,DHE,HPRES,IDH,NUSH> 
2 REAL LH2,NUSH,LN2C,IDH 
3 COMMON/VAR/D,TINF,TAUEHD,REG,PSI,DU,H,T,HRAT,VO,TIMEZ,HT, 
4 XTIME1,TFR,TF,TF1,TFO,T3,T31,TIN,VMDOT1,FAREA,FAREA1,ZV,ZH, 
5 XCPFAC,DG,HGAP,TSL,TEFF,TREF,XII,IWBC,IHGAP,ICYL,IFILM,JFILM 

· 6 COHMON/HEHT/NN;NHE;THE,HHE,REH,H~AR£A 
7 DOUBLE PRECISION E,SUMD,SUMH 
8 DIMENSIO~ GN(J>,LN2(J),GNC<S>,LN2C(5) 
9 DATA GN/1.717,1.139,.952/ 

10 DATA LN2/15.09,171.3,498./ 
. 11 DATA GNC/.749,.544,.463,.414,.382/ 

12 DATA LN2C/7.312,44.62,113.8,215.2,348.5/ 
13 CALL HEPROP<HPRES,VHE,DHE,HK,HVISC,HDENS,HPRAND,CPH> 
14 HD;DHE 
15 IF<ICYL.EO.O>HD=2~DHE 
16 C HEAT TRANSFER. COEFFICIENT 
17 C IF LTH .LT.O USE LA"IHAR H 
18 C IF LTH .GT. 0 USE TURBULENT H 
19 C LIMITING NUSSELT NUMBER=7.5407 FOR FULLY DEVELOPED LAMINAR FLOU. 
20 C BETWEEN PARALLEL PLATES 
21 .C IF LTH .EO. 0 CHOOSE R BASED ON REYNOLDS NUMBER 
22 IF<JFILM.E0.3)G0 TO 200 
23 IF<ICYL.EG.1>GO TO 100 
24 C SLAB GEOMETRY HEAT TRANSFER FOR FLOU BETWEEN PARALLEL PLATES 
25 IF<LTH>9,10,111 
2b C TURBULENT FLOU HEAT TRANF FOR SLAB ASSUMED SAKE AS FOR TUBE 
27 C USES COLBURN EQUATION 
28 10 IF<REH.GT.2300.>GO TO 111 
29 9 SUMN=O. 
30 SUMD=O. 
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• 31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 

43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
5.0 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 

SULATED 
so 

c 

XPLUS=lZH/HD>JlREH*HPRAND> 
XARG=XPLUS•LN2<1> 
IFlXARG.GE.3B.>GD TO 35 
D.O 30 1=1 ,3 
E=EXP<-LN2ll>*XPLUS>*O.ID+01 
SUMN=SUHN+GNli>•E 
SUMD=SUKD+GN<l>tE/LN2li> 

30 CONTINUE 
NUSH=SUMN/l2.*SUKD> 
RETURN 

35 NUSH=7.5407 
RETURN 

C TURBULENT FLDU NUSSELT NUMBER 
111 NUSH=.023•REH**0.8tHPRAND**0.4 

c 
RETURN 

C TUBE FLOY LIQUID HEAT TRANSFER 
100 CONTINUE 

IF<IDH.GT.O.)GO TO 400 · 
IFlLTH>t09,110,111 

110 IFlREH.GT.2300.)60 TO 111 
. 109 SUMN=O. 

SUMD=O. 
~PLUS=lZH/HD>JlREH*HPRAND> 
XARG=XPLUS*LN2C<t> 
IFlXARG.GT.3B.>GD TO 135 
D01301=1,S 
E=EXPl-LN2Cli>*XPLUS*0.1D+01) 
SUMN=SUMN+GNCCI)*E 
SUMD=SUMD+GNCli>*E/LN2Cli> 

130 CONTINUE 
NUSH=SUMN/l2.tSUMD> 
RETURN 

13;i NUSH=J.656 
RETURN 

C FLOU OVER FLAT PLATE FOR FILM FLOU IN SLAB GEOKETRV 
200 CONTINUE 

REX=VHE*ZH•HDENS/HVISC 
IFCLTH>209,210,211 

C LAMINAR FLOY OVER FLAT PLATE <FROM E.D.M.> 
210 1FlREX.GT.5.E+05)G0 TO 211 
209 NUSH=.332•REX**l0.5>•HPRAND**l.33) 

RETURN 
C TURBULENT FLDU OVER FLAT PLATE lF~OM E.D.M.) 

211 NUSH=REX••<O.B>•HPRAND••l0.6>*0.0296 
RETURN 

400 CONTINUE 
C LAMINAR FLOU IN CYLINDRICAL ANNULUS- TOUTER=TSOL,INNER SURFACE IN 

C ASSUME RI/R0~0.5. DATA FROM HANDBOOK OF HEAT TRANSFER 
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81 C ASSUME XBAR BETUEEN .0005 AND .001 
82 DE=DHE-IDH . 
83 REDE=DE•VHE*HDENS/HVISC 
84 IF<REDE.GT.2300.>REH=REDE 
85 IF<REDE.GT.2300.>GD TO 111 
66 XBAR=ZH/!DE•REDE*HPRAND> 
87 THETAB=.029+.0t6•<XBAR-.0005)/,0005 
88 PHIB=14.2-3.1•tXBAR-.0005)/.0005 
89 IFCXBAR.GT •• 001>THETAB=.045 
90 IF<XBAR.LT •• 0005>THETAB=.029 
91 TF!XBAR.GT .. 001>PHIB=I1.1 
92 IF<XBAR.LT.0.0005>PHIB=14.2 
93 NUSH=PHIB/<1.-THETAB) 
94 RETURN 
95 END 

1 SUBROUTINE HEPROP<HPRESS,VHE,DHE,HK,HVISC,HDENS,HPRAND,CPH> 
2 COMMON/HEHT/NN,NHE,THE,HHE,REH,HFAREA 
3 C AVERAGE PRANDTL NUMBER BETYEEN 300 AND 1700K <RANG£=.6832-.6668> 
4 HPRAND-0.67~0 
S C THE"AL CONDUCTIVITY U/CM-K 
6 HK=2.774E-03*THE**(0.701)*0.01 
7 C VISCOSITY N-S/H2 TO POISE CGK/CM-SEC> 
8 HVISC=3.953E-07•THE*•C0.687> 
9 HVISC=HVISC*10. 

10 C DENSITY KG/KJ TO GM/CM3 
11 C1=9.489433E-04 
12 C2=9.528079E-04 
13 C3=3.420680E-02 
14 C4=2.739470E-03 
15 CS=9.409120E-04 
16 B=Ct +C2/ C 1 .-C3:f:THE>+C4/ < 1 +C5HHE> 
17 R=2077.22 
18 PRESS=HPRESS:+:t • E+OO 
19 HDENS=PRESSI<k•THEtPRESS•B> 
20 HDENS=HDENS•1.E-03 
21 C SPECIFIC HEAT CAPACI"TY CONSTANT Pf-<ESSURE J/GM-K 
22 CPH=5.193 
23 C REYNOLDS NUMBER 

24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

c 
c 

HD=DHE 
IFCICYL.EG.O>HD=2.*DHE 
REH=HDENS*VHE•HD/HVISC 
IFCVHE.LE.O.O>REH=t-VHE*HD>ICHVISC*HFAREA> 
URITE<6,1>HPRAND,HK,HVISC,HDENS,CPH,HD,REH 
FORMAT! ) 
RETURN 
END 
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